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'HOPE' TO LOSE DEAN LICHTY
REEVERTS ACCEPTS DEANSHIP
Dr. Hromadlca To Address

Queen Myra Reigns

Hopeites A t Graduation

Dr. Elizabeth Litchy, Dean of Hope's women for the past
eleven years, has resigned, Dr. Lubbers stated today. Her
position as Dean of Women will be filled by Miss Emma
Reeverts of the English Department. Miss Lichty has taken
a position as Dean of Women at Western Michigan College,
Kalamazoo.

Dr. Joseph L. Hromadka will present the address at the
commencement exercises to be held in the Hope Memorial
ChapSl on Wednesday, June 4. Theologian Walter Marshal
Horton has spoken of Dr. Hromadka in a recent book as
"the leading Protestant mind in Central Europe."
During World War 1 he served
as a chaplain in the Austro-Hungarian army. He later became a
professor at the John Huss School
of Theology in the University of |
Prague. With the coming of World
The annuil meeting of General
War II, he incurred the wrath o f j Synod, the highest judicatory group
the German Gestapo prior to the )f the Reformed Church in Amermarch into Prague, and at their ica, will be held in Holland, June 5
coming, escaped into Switzerland :hrough June 10. This group has
with his wife. They were able to met for several years in Buck Hill
take only a couple of suitcases and Falls, Pennsylvania, but Holland
|2.()0 apiece in their rushed es- was chosen this year because of its
cape. Later he was invited by both •entennial celebration. The last
the Union Theological Seminary :ime General Synod met in Holand Princeton Seminary to lecture land \v;'.s in 11)4!, celebrating the
He accepted both offers and is at ;5th anniversary of Hope College.
present holding a guest professor- It was then that the ground was
ship at Princeton. Dr. Hromadka jroken f*<»r the Science Building.
is widely known in the literary
This year th • business meetings
field as the author of twelve vol- tf General Syno 1 will be held in
umes and is also a regular contrib- First Reforme 1 Church. Evening
utor to leading theological and neetings will be in the Hope Memphilosophical journals. Because of orial Chapel. Delegates, including
his vast knowledge of languages ninisters and elders from all classhe was sent to Central Europe re- 's of the Reformed Church, will
cently by the World Council of ittend.
Churches to investigate the condiHope College has assumed full
tions of the churches there. Shortesponsibility for providing hously after commencement exercises
ng and meals for the group. Meals
at Hope, Dr. Hromadka expects
will be served in the Temple Dinto return to Hungary with his
ing Room, and delegates will be
family to take up permanent resihoused in the college dormitories.
dence there.
Professor C. Kleis is serving as
Sunday, June 1, has been desig- hairman of the committee in
nated as Baccalaureate Day. The .-barge. Committee members inUev. Harry H. Hager, Ph.D., D.D., clude the housemothers of the dorwill be the Baccalaureate speaker. mitories, Mr. R. Visscher, and Dr.
Dr. Hager, former Hope Bible pro- Bruce Ravmond.
fessor, is the pastor of one of Chicago's largest churches, which is
located in Roseland, Chicago. He
is president of the Reformed
Church General Synod which begins its sessions on Hope's Campus
Hope College and Sarospatak
on June 0.
The Alumni banquet will be held , College will have an exchange of
Tuesday, June
The Kev. Henja-! teachers as soon as the details of
min J. Busch, D.D., will address transportation can be worked out.
For some time this project has
the Alumni. Dr. Busch is a member of the class of 190(5. He is the been considered, and last week the
former pastor of a Presbyterian Hope College Board of Trustees
Church in I/ouisville, Kentucky, but ratified the exchange. As to who
more recently he has been the pas- will go from Hope or who will
tor of a large Presbyterian church come from Sarospatak is not
in Detroit, Michigan. At the pres- known as yet. Rev. M. Eugene
ent time he occupies the esteemed Osterhaven has been commissioned
poistion of Field Secretary of the to work out the details.
An exchange of students may
World Council of Churches which
also
take place, but that has not
has its headquarters in Geneva,
I
been
fully cleared as yet.
Switzerland.

Kalamazoo College Claims
Hope's Dean of Women

Miss Lichty came to Hope's
campus in September of 1930 following the retirement of Mrs. Winifred Durfee, who had served Hope
as Dean of Women for 25 years.
In 1930 Voorhees Hall was the
only girls dorm on the campus
housing approximately 70 girls.
Today, Hope boasts of six girls'
dormitories, and Voorhees Hall
alone provides housing accommodations for 180 girls. Until three
years ago Miss Lichty lived on the
campus and acted as Dormitory Director as well as Dean of Women.
Besides these positions she has
served as the head of the Romance
for five years under the Woman's
Language Department.
Board of Domestic Missions of the
Originates C a m p u s Activities
Reformed Church in America at
Her contributions to Campus
Annville Institute in Jackson Counlife have been numerous. She origty, Kentucky, as principal of the
inated and sponsored during the School.
periods of their first growth:
From Annville Miss Reeverts
W.A.L., which later brought May- went to Berea College where she
Day to the Campus; the all-Col- held a professorship in the English
lege sing, W.A.A., and Alcor So- Department for seventeen years.
ciety owe their existence to her; She has always possessed an avid
she also originated the House
The above photo was taken immediately after the crowning of Boards governing the girls' dormitories.
Queen Myra Brower last May as 1S4C-'4T Campus Queen.
She served for two years as
Vice-President and two years as
President of the Michigan State
Dean of Women's Organization,
and is President of the State Delta
Kappa Gamma, National Professional Sorority.
Miss Lichty took her A.B. degree
at Lake Forest College and
Miss G l e n n a G o r e , May Day
her
Master's
and Doctor's Degrees
May Day Chairman
chairman, promises that tomorrow
from the University of Wisconsin.
in the pine grove one of the most
Miss Reeverts came to Hope last
impressive ceremonies of the colSeptember as a Professor in the
lege year will take place. Miss
English Department from Berea
College, Berea, Kentucky. She,
Myra Brower, Queen of the Hope
too, has had considerable experi
College campus, will crown the new
ence with dormitory and Campus
1!)47-1!»48 queen. Following a short
history of May Day delivered by
life.
L e R o y K o r a n d a , the new girls
Reeverts' Record I m p r e s s i v e
interest in dormitory life, serving
chosen for Alcor and the Queen's
After graduation from Hope Col- as teacher-in-charge of a small
Court will be announced. Each new
lege with the class of "20," and cottage for several years and later
girl will be escorted to the throne
taking her Master's Degree at the as Director of one of the large
by one of the retiring Queen's
University of Michigan, she served dormitories at Berea College.
Court or Alcor members. They include Miss Esther Bogart, Miss
(ilenna Gore, Miss Virginia Bilkert,
Miss Phyllis Haskin, Miss Betty
Van Lente, Miss Edna Mae Van
Tatenhove, Miss M a r i a n D a m e ,
Miss Joanne Decker, Miss Vivian
Dykema, Miss Marian Korteling,
Dr. Teunis Vergeer, Head of the which he s u b s t a n t i a t e s with a
Miss Harriet Muyskens, Miss Luella Pyle, Miss Nellie Mae Ritsema,
Biology Department, has announced deeper faith in the future of Hope
rtnder progressive administration.
M : ss Rosalind Scholten and Miss
that he has declined an offer of Appreciation of his services exGlenna Gore
Contest Chairman Betty Timmer.
Michigan State College to become pressed by the President, the Board
For the first time since 1941, the
May Day schedule of events will be trophies to the winners of the class Associate Professor of Zoology and of Trustees, alumni, and students,
will remain at Hope College. At who wrote or visited him asking
complete it was announced. In the and fraternity athletic competition.
Michigan State he would have been him to stay were also influential
morning athletic events for women At this time, she will also award
in charge of beginning zoology and factors. He has enjoyed the pleaswill be carried on in the college the Jack Schouten medals to the
would have had an opportunity for ure of association with the splendid
athletic field. Immediately follow- high-puint man and woman of the
research in his chosen field, parasit- faculty of Hope and the personal
ing lunch, at 1:00 p.m., on the athletic contest and will announce
ology. The fact that he is staying acquaintances and friendships with
High school athletic field, the In- the winners of the Student Council
is a clear indidation that he has, as many of Hope's promising students.
ter-fraternity track meet will be elections.
he puts it, "a great deal of confi- Finally, Dr. Vergeer is convinced
held. This track meet should prove
The program for the evening will dence in the administration and that opportunities for research are
to be one of the most keenly conconclude the festivities. This will future of Hope."
not limited to large institutions but
tested of the year with a full include several musical numbers,
are equally important in the small
Dr.
Vergeer
is
a
firm
believer
in
schedule of events. Preliminaries and a humorous reading and skit.
college and the present plans for
the
small
Christian
college,
and
for this contest are being run off
expansion of the Biology Departafter
studying
the
opportunities
in
today. Ribbons for these events
ment will prove this conviction to
a
large
institution,
is
more
than
are being furnished by the Woever convinced that an excessive be well based.
men's Athletic Association and the
Dr. Vergeer began his teaching
number of students is a serious
Anchor will be awarded by Queen 8:00 a. m
Chapel as usual handicap to good instruction. "The career as teaching assistant and
Myra and her court. The new cups
10:00 a. m
personal contact and interest in later research assistant at the Uniwhich will be awarded to the winWomen's Athletic Contest students greatly enriches the life versity of Michigan. He later held
ning women's class and fraternity
1:00 p m
of a 'small college' professor," he teaching positions at Alma College
are being furnished by the WoMen's Athletic Contest stated.
and at Hastings College, Hastings,
mgnWLeague.
6:30 p. m
Coronation of Queen
Nebraska. While he was at HastThe
following
factors
were
listed
The activities for the day will
7:30 p. m
Banquet by Dr. Vergeer as being influential ings, he was granted a $2500 felnent Americans of Dutch descent: conclude with the banquet held in
o
to his decision to stay. There is the lowship in medicine at the UniverDr. Adrian J. Barnouw, professor the T e m p l e l o u n g e and dining
Every man should keep a fair- freedom of r e n d e r i n g d i s t i n c t sity of Michigan by the National
of Dutch language and literature room. LeRoy Koranda, as Master
sized cemetery in which to bury Christian service in teaching and Research Council. In 1931 he deat Columbia university; Dr. Clar- of Ceremonies will introduce Mr.
the faults of his friends.
personal association. In addition, he clined a National Research Fellowence A. Dykstra, provost of the Milton Hinga, who will toast the
The height of conceit is the per- has faith in the method of instruc- ship offered him to study at the
University of California; Hon. Bar- new queen. Other toasts will be
University of California, and came
tel J. Jonkman, Representative of offered by the various class presi- son who works crossword puzzles tion in the small college with its
personal c o n t a c t s with students
Continued on Page 8
dents. The Queen will award the with a fountain pen.
Continued on Page 8

Holland Plays Host
To General Synod

Sarospa+ak, Hope

Resigns

Miss Lichty

Successor

May Day Chairman Reveals
Program For Ceremonies

To Exchange Profs.

Miss Reeverts

Vergeer Declines M.S.C.;

Contest Winners To Leave

Continues W o r k A t Hope

For Netherlands July 17
Dr. De Graaf stated today that
s"x winners in the essay contest
having as its subject "The Influence of the Dutch on American
Civilization," sponsored by the Holland Centennial Commission in con-,
junction with the Netherlands embassy in the United States, will
start their trip to the Netherlands
on July 17. Winners will be notified of their success on or about
July 1. Three of the trip winners
will be High School Students and
three will be from colleges and
universities. Other prizes have been
planned for essays receiving honorable mention.
More than 750 e s s a y s h a v e
poured into Dr. De Graaf's office
in recent weeks, coming from every
state in the union. Of this number
one-third are from colleges and
universities and t w o - t h i r d s are
from high school students.
The first round of judging will be
done by the Holland chapter of the
American Association of University
Women with the final decision resting with a board of h o n o r a r y
' judges under the chairmanship of
Dr. A l e x a n d e r Loudon, Netherlands ambassador to the United
States. O t h e r members of this
board include the following promi-

Schedule of Events

Page Two
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E d i t o r i a l s
Ail The Best
It is with regret t h a t the Anchor announces the fact t h a t Dean Lichty will not
be present on Hope's Campus come next
September. During the past eleven years,
Miss Lichty has contributed much to both
the educational and social life of the Campus.
We are sure that students and alumni alike
look back on their years of association with
Miss Lichty with pleasure. We all, students,
faculty, and administration, wish you. Miss
Lichty, every success in your new undertaking.
Hope is fortunate in having a capable and
well qualified successor available in the person of Miss Reeverts. Although a recent addition to Hope's faculty. Miss Reeverts lias
entered whole heartedly into the life of the
Campus during this past year. We all wish
her the best of success and we feel sure t h a t
Miss Reeverts can count on the hearty cooperation of the entire student body when
she assumes her new position as Dean of
Women.

The Last Issue
Eighteen issues ago we welcomed a large
class to t h e campus; today we wish the best
of success to t h e Class of '47 as they are
about to leave Hope's walls. The "in-between" issues carried our stand on many
issues both on and off the campus.
We wrote of "Grandstand Courtesy" and
we believe the teams have been well supported throughout the year. We didn't tell
you to "keep off the grass" b u t we maintain
t h a t you should. We editorialized on the use
of unsuitable language about t h e school and
we think it has improved. We forgot to
tell you not to paint on the new sidewalks
but we do hope you will co-operate with the
administration which has spent so much
time, money, and thought on the beautification of our school. The administration has
given our campus a "face-lifting" and we
hope no student will give the worthy project
"fallen arches."
We campaigned for instructional supervision for the Anchor Staff and already we
have been privileged to hear two lectures
by an authority with the promise of a wellorganized program for the coming year. We
reminded you of your duties as citizens both
of the United States and the World. We
outlined the position of the church in mode m society.
We questioned the system of examinations
last semester and are gratified to see t h a t
they conform with Hope's traditional policy
of educating r a t h e r than processing. The
examination schedule now conforms with the
class schedule we ourselves chose in January.
Wre have taken our stand against indiscriminate raising of the veterans' subsistence allowance. The Anchor aided in t h e drive to
help Sarospatak, a contribution of which we
are proud.
We have always maintained an "Anchor
Box" in which to receive your criticism, contributions, and suggestions f o r improvement. This is your paper and we want you
to feel free to contribute in any way you
see fit. We feel t h a t we have gauged the
student opinion on Hope's campus very accurately judging by the response we have received in the way of criticism or suggestions for improvement.
In conclusion we want to sincerely thank
all of those who have helped to make the
Anchor the best paper on Hope's campus
and extend an invitation to many students
to aid in making "the best paper" even bett e r next year.

Fathers Under Fire
The Skiff—(ACP)

Letter To The Editor
Dear Editor:
One small but important phase

e*mcx

of life a t Hope College, or at least
f o r those many students who eat
in the college dining hall, is the
custom of saying grace a t meals
and having devotions a f t e r one of
the meals each day. This fact is
often not appreciated, particularly
when we have to strain our ears to
All good things must come to an
hear some mumbled scripture or
end — even this column. But don't
prayer or when we are in a hurry
relax just yet, for I still have a
to get away and find a seat for few remarks to make before I'll
the basketball game. And yet, really sign off.
First on our list, is a s always,
taken as a whole, I think those
our
engaged couple list. Elaine
customs come closer and closer to
Meeusen and Bruce DePree have
the hearts of the students as time
taken the big step this time; also
goes by. F o r many it establishes
L e o n a D o o r e n b o s and Charles
more deeply the habit already
Gross; Ann Fiske and Don Bos.
started in the home of thanking
What's the matter, a r e those the
God for their daily blessings and
only ones this week? My goodness,
of worshipping Him through group
something's wrong — where's cuas well as individual devotions.
pid? If anyone finds him call 9100
The custom also is one of the little
and something will be done imbut effective ways in which Hope
mediately.
College witnesses for Christ to its
Oh dear, has everyone seen the
non-Christian students and unexam schedule? Gooh, I get goose
doubtedly s t a r t s many out in the
pimples every time I think of them
habits of acknowledging God's
— let's think of something more
blessings.
pleasant like — seeing Glenna Gore
It would seem to me hard to with a Mr. Bax Elhart quite a lot
evaluate these considerations in lately and Ken Decker with a certerms of dollars and cents, but cer- tain girl named Evy f r o m Fairtainly the custom should not banks Cottage. Ah yes, I've said
lightly be discarded. It is generally it before, but now I'll say it again
known that in the interests of ef- "Ain't love g r a n d ? "
ficiency more students will be fed
The Arcadians certainly must beat Temple next year, and in cafe- lieve in a clean sweep — do you
teria style. It will be impossible, use Duz or Rinso boys or wasn't
under those conditions, to continue 8th Street dirty enough — good
having grace and devotions. It work boys. Talking about Tulip
will mean that a majority will be Time — isn't it wonderful to have
sitting down to their meals with- a cooperative weather man — he
out prayer, for it becomes easy,
even for those who believe in it
and have the courage to bow their
heads for a minute, to forget. Yes,
it is hard to evaluate, but it seems
doubtful that the savings in efficiency in this case would outweigh
the price we pay for it, particularly in view of the fact that a majority of students would much
rather eat the way they do this
9SSSSS8SSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSS
year then in a cafeteria. And since
Well, the long awaited day has
the student body will not be much
come
and gone. The Men's Glee
larger next year, the college has
Club
finally
made an appearance,
the facilities to keep on feeding
and
now
the
students, especially
students in this way.
girls, can appreciate why a nice
Therefore it is with regret that
young Texan girl who was in an
many of us see a cafeteria planned
audience of one concert out East
for next year, and it seems approgave the never-to-be-forgotten anpriate to use this means to ask the
swer to a question asked her. The
administration to reconsider its
question: "And w h a t g l e e club
plans.
number did you like b e s t ? " The
Sincerely,
answer: "Oh, ah liked T a r a m p TaAlfred Pennings
aramp, Taaramp." (It isn't easy to
Editor's Note: I heartily endorse spell the words a person speaks
the sentiments expressed in the while she's in a swoon.) But all
above letter and the matter has kidding aside, Prof. Cavanaugh did
been brought to the attention of a great job, and the trip is one
the administration. Dollars and which will never be forgotten.

Music

nx

"Veterans do better work in college than
non-veterans, married veterans make better
It really is a thrill to have the
grades than unmarried ones, and the grades cents or any other consideration
Alma
Mater sung at the end of
should
never
outweigh
our
thanks
To The Class of *47
of veterans with children are t h e highest
each concert, knowing it was writto God.
We have no promise that the f u t u r e will of all." This is the finding of Dr. Harold
ten by Mr. Cavanaugh. Or didn't
o
you know?
be easy. Indeed, the events since the end Taylor, youthful president of Sarah LawAmoeboid
rence
College
of
Bronxville,
N.
Y.
A word of commendation should
of the War have shown how hard the way
also be given to Rog. Rietberg for
In explanation, the noted 32-year-old edu- Dissertation
is likely to be. There are indeed some who
I am a lady amoeba. My husband, his capable accompanying. Only
already lose heart, people who say that our cator pointed out t h a t men with children
Protozoa Pete, told me the other those who sing in a group can
hope of betterment is a mirage, and that have greater responsibility. By responsiday that those terrible Homo Sap- really appreciate how much the
already we had l e t t e r reconcile ourselves to bility, it can be assumed t h a t Dr. Taylor had iens said there weren't such things success of a concert rests on a dethe prospect of a long continuing struggle. in mind the fact that it is inevitably easier as little boy and little girl amoebae, pendable accompanist.
We need have no illusions. The immediate to take home an " F " to mother and dad than but we certainly know differently. The year surely has gone quickly,
Why, just the other day Pete and I and it makes Ye Ole Music Boxer
future will hold difficult problems for those to the "little woman" and Junior.
What self-respecting f a t h e r could hold his were sitting in a weed-bed holding tremble and quake to think that
venturing into the world.
pseudopodia and making amoeba it's the last edition. This has been
We can never make good the loss of the head up at the end of a semester if Junior lore. "Humph," said Pete, " I t cer- a big year for the music departyoung life which has been so lavishly ex- had a right to turn to his mother and say, tainly makes my protoplasm boil ment. At the beginning we intropended, and it will be a long time before we "Gee, Ma, this birdbrain you married has the way these humans have us duced two new members to the
classified!" " T h e y think they're staff. Miss Jantina Holleman and
can recover from the material, and still more flunked his chemistry again!"
something with their bilateral sym- Miss Helen Cook. During the year
from the moral damage which many nations
metry and central nervous system." Mrs. Stanley E. Baughman was seof your world have sustained. But equally
"Maybe I shouldn't say it," he said, cured to teach voice. These plus the
there is no occasion to allow our hopes to
"but if I had my way they'd all have others have performed great tasks
fail or our purposes to weaken.
amoebic dysentery." W h e n Pete and have worked under the strain
gets excited there's no telling what of heavy teaching loads.
We have weathered the worst of the
Daily T r o j a n — ( A C P )
Also, a word should be spoken
storm, we and those who fought, and worked
While nations are trying desperately to hell do. I stroked his ectoplasm
and he settled back, wholly conas we did. We have seen among ourselves rebuild a f t e r the war's devastation, 850,000 tented to be a lower form of life. here in recognition of Mrs. Snow's
presence each morning a t the ormuch t h a t was heroic. We have seen hesita displaced persons wait helplessly in detenPete and I went down to the gan. It isn't everyone who is always
tions and fears and failures, but we have tion camps, hoping t h a t some day homes local drive-in last Wednesday. I in- willing to c o o p e r a t e w h e n e v e r
seen a capacity on a grand scale and organi- will be provided for them. So many stag- vaginated so much algae I thought called upon to perform, and sometimes persons who have the ability
zation such as has surprised and surpassed gering problems of reconstruction confront my food vacuole would burst.
Last
year,
when
Junior
was
born,
which
Mrs. Snow has, a r e taken
our highest hopes.
\
statesmen t h a t these D.P.'s are almost foryou should have seen Pete. They for granted. How about offering a
There is not the least reason to suppose gotten people.
took me to the hospital and I could word of appreciation in gratitude
t h a t we have now expended all our store of
Greatest obstacle to their rehabilitation is hear Pete's amoeboid motion out- to Mrs. Snow next time you're
these qualities, or t h a t we can find no way the failure of nations relatively undamaged side the door. In the meantime, of walking past the organ on the way
of making them effective in the future. If by war to break down immigration harriers. course, I wasn't having too easy a out of chapel in the morning.
Incidentally, if any students are
that should happen it will be in large part President H a r r y S. Truman let congress time. But I finally underwent mitosis and everything was O.K. In interested in bird study, you might
your fault because you are content with a know in his State of the Union message t h a t
a few weeks my chromatin spindle contact Nelson Stegeman. While on
standard of active citizenship lower than is this country is not accepting its obligations settled back to normal and I felt the Glee Club tour we were all
within your reach.
in this respect:
like a new woman again. Pete told amazed at the astounding depth of
me
his nucleus was pounding so knowledge he has of Hen Hawks.
So you go out, I hope to the upbuilding
"I do not think t h a t t h e United States
f
a
s
t
he didn't know what to do. I That is how you pronounce it, alof^peace and to the healing of all nations has done its part," he said. "Only about
laughed. Later, 1 went on a diet though they fly so f a s t in Hudsonwho are making straight the path f o r those 5,000 of them have entered this country
and lost a lot of excess endoplasm. ville that you have to learn to say
who have been h u r t and their children, and since May, 1946 . . . definite assistance in Pete loves to show me off to our "hehawks" or you miss seeing them.
to all your various vocations in churches, in t h e form of new legislation is needed. I urge amoebae friends.
We surely have appreciated the
schools, in homes, in offices, and workshops, the congress to turn its attention to this
Well anyway, Pete and I a r e work of Alfy "Yes, Prof. I rememand all of the manifold duties of citizens of a world problem in an effort to find ways happy we've got our little lives and bered the programs" Vander Waa.
f r e e and hopeful land.
whereby we can fulfill our responsibilities even though we may be simple He had quite a load to carry each
creatures we've got enough sense time, always supplying the churches
I hope and I think, t h a t you will play to these thousands of homeless and suffering
to keep our pseudopodia out of with glee club programs, but he
your parts.
refugees of all faiths."
other people's business.
didn't get swell-headed with all the
o

Where Do We Go From
Here?

was a bit late w i t h t h e w a r m
weather but the tourists a t least
knew what a tulip looked like by
Sunday — if they didn't know before that.
And talking about weather, why
I just knew it would rain on Tuesday — or o t h e r w i s e known as
"Senior Skip Day." Oh well, our
class has to be different somehow
and besides it gave some of us a
good chance to catch on our back
homework — whoops!
Talking about homework reminds
me about Mr. Hinga who took his
Sunday School class on a picnic —
anything is better than a classroom, how about it, everyone.
And now I'll finish it off with a
few appropriate questions. Does
anyone know why Shirley Knoll has
turned over a new leaf lately? Did
you know that Marion Dame was
so lonely for — last week-end that
her room mate sent her a lonely
heart's club subscription? Did you
know that Hope College t u r n s out
priests now — namely Father Bud
Van Eck (with his collar worn
backwards) and does anyone wonder what wonders this column will
contain next y e a r ? Keep up with
the times everybody and have a
Wonderful vacation.

attention he received, because a 7
and 5/8 hat is still too large for
him. Of course we're only kidding,
that's way too big for any normal
individual.
Remember the big vesper concert
Sunday afternoon at 4:00 f e a t u r i n g
the choir and two glee clubs.
Remember this. Whenever you
hear the statement that musicians
are all tempermental we hope you
won't agree. For thru the year such
men as Rudolf Ganz gave proof
that musicians can be very human,
even though some do kick the black
leather across the room. Sometimes
actions speak louder than words.
In closing the Music Box for the
year, we offer a word to the memory of Mr. Stanley E. Baughman,
former teacher of voice at Hope,
who passed away in February.
Truly a master of music has
fallen, but his song shall always
be remembered, f o r his was a life
of s e n ice to all mankind, especially
to those who needed his advice and
direction in music. And in the
words of the composer;
"I have sought, but I seek it vainly
That one lost chord divine.
Which came from the soul of the
organ
And entered into mine.
It may be that death's bright angel
May speak in that chord again.
It may be that only in Heaven
I shall hear that grand Amen."
We pay tribute to a great musician who has heard the strains of
that lost chord, strains which can
be heard only in the Eternal Symphony of the Great Musician.
o

Dreaming
Sometimes I sit and dream about
The hopes that the f u t u r e brings.
With fulfilled desires for peace and
love
That makes the soul to sing.
I dream of the happiness, success
attained
Thru strength of faith in Him
above:
Dear Father guide our minds and
hearts.
And forever lead us in truth and
love.
Some people say that hope is vain.
That life is real and cruel,
But why then came Christ, t h e
Son of God,
To teach perfection and the Golden
Rule.
No! There is beauty to life.
And the beauty is Him, and all
who believe shall live
Forever in His kingdom on earth
and in Heaven,v..
For Christ died t h ^ God might
forgive.
Robert Resch
v
Did you know t h a t Broadcasting
Stations a r e licensed to serve t h e X
public and not f o r the purpose of
furthering the private or selfish
interest of individuals or groups
of individuals.
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Reminiscing

Alma Mater Hymn

Now t h a t the w e l l - s c r u b b e d
AIMA

Robert n . C t v a n a u f h
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feet, the tired tulips are nodding
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Hail

to

our
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streets are again trodden by dirty

Hall to

our

m

their heads a f t e r a hard week of
welcoming visitors, and the Dutch
costumes and wooden Klompen are

V*r - t i - t y l

packed away in moth balls for another year's rest, we look forward

t

to a period of examinations, followed by a long much-needed vacation.
This past school year has been a
success. We pasted our last sum-

mer's friendships into our scrapbook of memories and on a beautiful Indian summer day arrived on
Hope's campus for our first, second,
third, and oven fourth year of fun,
activities, and periods of intense
study. Looking back through the
year, we recall our first ALL COLLEGE MIXER held in the Temple
mot-to
Bluel
F i r t i may
Building when the talents of the
Oranft and
tour classes were displayed. And
then HOMECOMING played an important role in the Get-Acquainted
period. The green freshmen and the
high-spirited sophomores battled at
the NYKERK CUP CONTEST for
the girls, and the FROSH-SOPH
PULL across Black River by the
Hope l
"Sper men to decide the victors. Following the BURNING O F T H E
GREEN was the Christmas Party.
The new semester brought forth
the sorority and f r a t e r n i t y parties,
. Many requests have been received for the words and music of the Alma Mater Hymn, composed by play productions, concerts and reProfessor Robert W. Cavanaugh, and rendered regularly by Hope's Musical Organizations.
citals, the ALL COLLEGE SING,
Tulip Time festivities, and the final
event, MAY DAY. Also, our field
of sports produced some brilliant
athletes and c o m p l e t e d a wellOh, this is a place of surprises and rounded school year.
shocks.
Now we face a new year of acIntroducing The Aleutians
Here is many a paradox
tivities. Some of us will be returnWe can't walk on wet cement to
By ALFRED B. NEDEAU
ing next semester; others will be
class;
s e p a r a t e d from us to the four
Dallas was beautiful that June morning, dressed in her bright,
But there's a sign — "Keep off
comers of the earth. Some will be
glimmering colors that fashioned the season, but on the other hand,
the g r a s s ! "
home-makers and providers; others
the novelty of being in Texas was becoming threadbare. Upon returnmay become artists, authors, or
S t e a d - f a i t as
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Surprises and Shocks

ing to Wichita Falls, we found orders f o r overseas shipment awaiting They pound the pavement — tear
us. The fact t h a t we did not have the slightest idea of the theater
up walks.
While the prof, incessantly talks.
of war f o r which we were destined created an ocean of excitement
They ask ten questions you can't
with depressive undercurrents.
even hear.
Two days later we were on a train going in a westerly direction.
And count it in your grades —
I fear.
Salt Lake City offered us the first clue to what at this time was
thought the unsolvable case, for there Arctic equipment was issued
*

to us from all directions. Great Falls, Montana, was where we said They say it's 'Tulip Time" — but
where ?
our farewells and hopefully wished t h a t Alaska and the Aleutians
I don't see blossoms anywhere.
would .b.ave j j o m e t h | n ^ adrnw^b)e to i o^ffe.r^
- .
n .
.u. V«« ?"I
M —"
, A r r
It's also spring, I ve heard them
A few days later the wheels of our plane touched Alaskan soil
say,
for the first time. Tired and cold due to the sudden change of temBut 'twas snowing the other
perature, we were herded into waiting vehicles and were whisked
day!
away to the q u a r t e r s which had been provided f o r us.
Anchorage shattered our expectations beyond recognition with its
pleasant weather, larger population, and social accomplishments. The
city is situated in the valley formed by a circular range of mountains.
Awaiting orders to be cut which would reveal our "Chain" assignment, we went on many strolls up and down the banks of mountain
streams or as they are referred to—personalized sight-seeing tours.

SSflhf
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WHO'S DOING WHAT AND and Pat Aspinwall in its employ.
W H E R E THIS SUMMER? was The Castle will have Marj Lucking,
the question produced out of th( Jerre Uppleger, Joyce Sibley, Gene
bag f o r this issue of the Anchor.
Van Tamelen, Don Ingham, Herk
Leon Sparling claims that he's Buter, Betty Christie, Don Schriegonng to either work in a J u t e mer, and Ernie Meeusen.
Mill or a Fish Cannery in Cuba.
June will find Joan Biddle beNo doubt, he'll probably end up come Mrs. Clutch Boerman, and
there. The University of Illinois August 23 h a s been the date set
will find Howard Zandbergen en- for three weddings: namely Mary
rolled for summer school, and Dan- Ellen Brower and Ernie Post,
iel D. Beatty will be in graduate Bobbie Bilkert and Don Mulder,
school at the University, of Michi- and Bunny Goff and Chuck Ploegsgan. Cal Hermance, George Cur- ma. Wedding bells will also ring
tisH, Doug Cameron, and Marg. Du for Trudy Maasen and Del Vander
Hey will be among those attending
Haar, and Pegge Den Herder and
Hope summer school. Shirley Will- Robert Danhoff. Passing out cigars
hrandt will be doing office work in is Earl De Weerd, (it's a baby
Muskegon, while Phyl Andre will
5irl, Sandra Lynn). Jean Watson
be employed by the Grandville will put in her hours at the Big
Bank.
Top, while other Hope students
Ann Vander Veer will be found
will spend the summer basking in
at the Priscilla Beach Theater in
the sun. Others have not yet descientists. Who knows? Perhaps Plymouth, Massachusetts, while cided how they are going to spend
the next college president will be a Betty Visscher will be at Ripple their summer months; however, it
Hope graduate of the class of 1947! Haven Lodge at Spring Lake. Mac- won't be long before September
Looking back, we shall miss our atawa Park Hotel will find Lois rolls around and the Profs decide
senior class and the fun we enjoyed Hospers, the Baker twins, Martie their winter employment — Back
with them, but we shall look for- Den Herder, Mary Van Loo, Jean To The Books!
ward to another year of activities Mihaley, Bea Ix)ckwood, Ess BooBy Ginny Hemmes
gart. Gene Barnes, Ken Weller,
and friendships to be founded here.

Temple Dining Room
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They say that summer vacation's
near
(That's what they tell us every
year.)
To many it's not a "vacation", I'll
bet,—
Just a change of WORK you get.

The trout and salmon lazily wiggled a part into the swift streams
current.

Fish were plentiful in all the streams and tributaries — so They threaten us that exams are
near.
I
can't
see anything to fear.
ing them became obsolete and was supplanted by crudely made harWe've had them before,—I guess.
poons and spears. This innovation brought more enjoyment to the
What's an
exam — more or
sport of fishing.
LESS ?
plentiful in fact that the orthodox "line and hook" method of catch-

On the first of August, we were alerted for shipment; our destination
Adak in the Aleutian Islands. At Anchorage we boarded the Nor shall I ever discover why it is
T h a t teachers always pop a
train which was to t r a n s p o r t us to Seward, Alaska, a small port exquizz!
clusively used for shipping between the Aleutians and the mainland
How did they know we had a
of Alaska. We were disappointed when the entire four-day cruise ofdatefered nothing but bleak, dismal, and threatening weather conditions.
Skimmed our l e s s o n s ? — s t a y e d
out late?
Dutch Harbor, where most of the actual fighting had taken place,
was our first brief rest on land. Here we were given liberty to venture about the island as we wished. We spent our time inspecting the
resultants from battle. J u s t how one army could defeat another on
battle ground of this nature is hard to perceive. The terrain is very
mountainous and treacherous with steep precipices and unexpected
crevices. The Aleutian Islands are infested with large and small active volcanoes that arc constantly erupting, and the islands are composed of the mountain lava from these natural boilers. Therefore, plant
life is limited to tundra and rare species of shrubbery because of the
peculiar nature of the soil.
Adak, our temporary destination, we found most uninteresting, despite the fact that it is the largest settlement in the Chain. From
Adak, we were sent to Cold Bay, a secret naval base, and here we
were given our first opportunity to contact the Aleutes and the
Ekimos. The Aleutes are White Russians whose ancestors came f r o m
the southern region of Russia and settled in the Aleutians where t h e

And every spring it is my f a t e
With the inflow of a large student body last fall, Hope's Business Office secured the use of the baseTo loose my ability to conccnment
and main floor of the Temple building for dining facilities.
trate.
And all my work piles up — Oh,
"HAVE
Y O U R T I C K E T S are used, and 160 pounds of canned
fizz!
To leave your friends and board R E A D Y , P L E A S E , " t h e First
vegetables. Desserts consume 90
It's a wonderful life — It is!
the train.
Nighter slogan, could apply equally pies, or 26 gallons of ice cream
You want to go h o m e — y o u want well to the college dining hall enwhich costs $38.00. The fresh
And summer vacation's an awful
to stay.
trances. As you, one of 650 dining strawberry topping f o r the ice
pain.
Oh, why is it summer a n y w a y ? students, seat yourself in one of
cream costs $45.00, which is more
three dining halls, Zwemer, Voor- than the cost of the ice cream
uncommon to see or hear of a girl giving birth to first first or second hees, or Temple, and await one of alone. 240 pounds of butter is used
child a t the age of fourteen. An example of this was the arrival of thirty-five employed waiters or
in one week. One meal with eggs
a girl from a neighboring island. King Cove. Her hair was golden
waitresses to serve you the food
finds 110 dozen consumed.
yellow, and her complexion was wan but not to the point of giving
which six cooks have prepared for
her an anemic appearance. Upon inquiry, I learned t h a t she had come
Also of interest is the g r e a t cost
you, do you realize how much food
to Cold Bay to give birth to her f i r s t child — at the age of thirteen.
f
o
r
replacement. In the Temple
you help consume?

The weather conditions in the Aleutians d i f f e r somewhat from those
fishing grounds were best. Since the Army and Navy had established of Alaska. In Alaska the snow comes and stays until spring, when
military bases throughout the Chain, the various forces were held the warmer weather causes it to melt. But in the Aleutians the
amount of snow t h a t falls is just a s g r e a t only it is removed by the
responsible for the hospitalization and general welfare of these United
intense winds t h a t prevail throughout the winter months. The average
States subjects.
wind velocity registers around 80 to 90 m.p.h. At times the wind
The Eskimos were an interesting people, even though we were un- reached the speed of 110 m.p.h. On the days when this occurred we
able to understand their language which is comprised of a mixture of were satisfied to remain in o u r q u a r t e r s until it had subsided.
two Indian d i a l e c t s / T h e life span of an Eskimo is much greater than
Diseases on the islands and in Alaska are very rare. The most
t h a t of an Ale«'A Both races are being reduced because of the intro- common ailment was skin disaese which waa brought about by the
duction of Alcoholic beverages, plus the f a c t t h a t practically all of absence of sunshine and proper food. However, a f t e r the termination
their food, save for the sea food that they obtain, is either canned of hostilities, ultra violet ray t r e a t m e n t s were brought into use, t h u s
or frozen. (The latter, however, was just introduced through the dis- minimizing the possibilities of becoming a victim of this disease.'

Each boarding student pays an
average of $.31 per meal. This covers the cost of food, wages f o r the
cooks, waitresses, waiters, and the
23 dishwashers. Also included in
this price . is the r e n t a l f o r Temple
Dining Hall, and replacement f o r
breakage.
The approximate cost of food
purchased f o r the school year
reaches about $156,000. For ex-'
ample,' 450 q u a r t s of milk are consumed in a day, 150 loaves of
bread (not including rolls), are
eaten in one day. For one meal,
c o v e r y of frozen foods.)
Today a s I look back upon our trials and tribulations endured dur- 200 pounds of meat is necessary
ing the icicle-studded months, my heart becomes filled with compas- (and swiss steak h a s risen from
T h e average life span of an Aleute is approximately forty years.
sion f o r the u n f o r t u n a t e individuals l e f t behind who are not afforded $.40 to $.69 per pound). Also f o r
These people develop and reach maturity a t an early age. It was not the chance to live in o u r Garden of Luxury.
one meal, 400 pounds of potatoes

Building alone, 250 cups have been
broken. . To replace these cups
costs $.35 each. Thus the recent
cost was $88.00 f o r new cups. This
does not include knives which cost
$.40 each, f o r k s a t $.30 each and
teaspoons a t $.19 each. A recent
replacement order reached $400.00.
These costs are another reason for
raising the cost of board. We do
not realize the cost of a souvenir
spoon f r o m Voorhees hall, nor the
use of dorm plates f o r midnight
spreads, or perhaps we would not
be so quick to take possession of
them. All in all, we have a fine
managing staff with Mr. Visscher
a t the head and Miss Wolters managing the Temple Dining Hall.
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Forensic Frat Adds 45 Hope Students Architect Prepares Married Vets' Pay
Eleven Members Receive Four A's Prayer Room Plans May Be Increasea
The Hope College Chapter of

The Student Direction Committee

Plans have been drawn up by

Washington, D. C.—Married vet-

All-Choral Vesper/ Recital
Conclude Music Activities

Pi Kappa Delta, National Forensic has been making a study of the an architect, Victor Thebaud, and erans attending school under the
A two piano recital and singing
Honor F ratern ity , held its annual marks of students and h a s an- construction will begin this sum- GI Bill can expect a probable large
by the College Madrigal Group will
spring meeting on May 15, a t nounced some of its findings. The mer on making the present p r a y e r increase in their subsistence albe presented in the Hope Memorial
which time the group initiated following students received four room a permanent part of our lowances, according to a prediction
Chapel at 8:16 on May 22. The
made to the American Legion here.
eleven new members. Joanne Deck- or more A's f o r the first semester of chapel.
duo-pianists are members of a
er, retiring president, administered this year.
Since prayer week of last year
But single ex-GIs were warned class which studies standard piano
the oath to the following: P e t e r
The Seniors attaining this dis- a group of students have been they will have to continue on their ensemble works.
Breen, Vergil Dykstra, Robert tinction were Joanne Decker, John meeting regularly each week f o r present allotments.
The Madrigal group, a small
Schuller, Leroy Koranda, Carl Mooi, L e R o y S a n d e e , Rosalind morning p r a y e r and devotional
The prediction was made by vocal group organized this year, is
Koning, Marvin De Young, Marian Scholten, Betty Timmer, Martha Bible reading. At f i r s t one meetRep. Alvin E. O'Konski, Republi- composed of Phyllis Sherman,
Korteling, Robert Paul, Henry Van Saun, and Eugene Van Tam- ing a week was held, but this year
can of Pennsylvania, third-ranking Georgia Boss, Barbara Scarlett,
Shaw, Donald Vanden Berg, and elen.
there have been meetings on Tuesmember of the House Veterans' Dolores Thomas, Alice Van KemWesley Dykstra.
day and Thursday mornings a t
Affairs Committee.
The Junior class placed J a m e s
pen, Paul Kronendonk, Ed TangenA f t e r the initiation ceremony, Cook, Willard Curtis, Henry Dyk- 7:30 in the YM room.
He said the concensus of the berg, {hiane Booi, and Bob Resch.
officers were elected f o r the com- stra, Laura Johnson, Owen Koeppe,
A prayer room in the chapel
committee was t h a t married stu- The accompanist is Prudence Hasing year. Peter Breen was elected John Ligtvoet, G e r t r u d e Metten, basement was made available f o r
dents should be "increased sub- kin and the group is directed by
to head the organization. Other Wyba Nienhuis, Alfred Pennings, use during the Week of P r a y e r
stantially" over their present $90 Miss Jantina Holleman. They will
officers are: Vice-President, Jean Thomas Van Dahm, Alma Vander this year, and still may be used by
a month allowance. But he added sing two groups of songs, one a
Watson; secretary-treasurer, Henry Hill, Helen Wagner, Kenneth Wel- any student a t any time of the
there was no corresponding senti- group of traditional Elizabethan
Shaw; c o r r e s p o n d i n g secretary, ler, Edith Young, and Vergil Dyk- day. A rug, chairs, a table. Bibles,
ment f o r boosting single veterans era madrigals and the other a
Vergil Dykstra. Donald Vanden jtra on the list.
lamps, and a picture of Christ in
group of modern songs.
above $65 a month.
Berg was chosen as debate manGethsemane have been added.
The program is as follows:
A c h i e v i n g S o p h o m o r e s were
He explained that most commitager.
The
new
p
r
a
y
e
r
room
which
will
Irene Heemstra, Renze Hoeksema,
tee members seemed in favor of a
I.
Old and new members attended Carolyn Ingham, Chester Schem- be ready next fall is being paid
sliding scale of benefits which S o n a t i n a in C
..Clem.-nti
the annual Pi Kappa Delta picnic per, H e n r y S h a w , Jean Sibley, for by individual contributions.
Ellen B ^ u k c r
would increase in direct proportion
Elinor RubinRh
last Monday evening. At that Hazel Vande Woude, Glenn Van Anyone interested may see Miss
to the student's family responsiII.
time, plans were discussed for the Haitsema, Gary Van Omen, Jeffrey Schuppert in the college office, and
bilities.
S o n n t a in C
Mozart-CJrioK
coming year. Dr. Schrier is the
Wiersum, A n n a W o r k m a n , and she will give the contributions to
Luolla B r a d y
faculty sponsor of the organizaG e o r g i a Boss
the prayer room committee.
George Zuidema.
tion.
o
III.
The Freshmen having the neceso

Vermaire Takes Over
As P.&M. President
At a dinner held at Temple Dining Hall on May 8, Millie Vermaire from G r a n d

R a p i d s was

elected president of Pallette and
Masque for next year. Other officers elected were Bernard Scott of
Peoria, Illinois, as vice-president;
Sunny Donahue of Appleton, Wisconsin, as secretary; and

Carolyn Heckeler, Dorothy Kranendonk, Margaret Moerdyke, Herbert Ritsema, John Ryskamp, Hen-

treasurer. Appointed positions will
soon be filled. The new hoard is
now working on plans for the coming year.

S a y h

FLOWERS

CHOICE CORSAGES
ROSES
GARDENIAS
ORCHIDS
ASSORTED BOUQUETS

Prins, Ten Hoor
To Attend Parley

Kodachrome slides by Mr. and Mrs. Sunny Donohue is handling the
Jim Kaminga of Grand Rapids. publicity, and Ruth De Graaf and
They presented the slides in a very Ann Wolters will have charge of

Americans in Japan

for revision in the freshman English classes of college-level. The
conference has been called i n $ r d e r
that the representatives from all
types of schools will be able to
discuss the problems of teaching
veterans and other more mature
students.

Brand-Ncw
RCA - Victor - Decca
Columbia

Close Out Price
3 for $1.00

Tulip Time last week made good

additional

children

have

arrived

Meyer Music
House
17 W. 8th St.

Holland

Completely Air Condifoned

OUT-OF-SEASON
OUT OF THE ORDINARY
FOODS

MUSIC

Served with real

Latest Records
and
Speaking System

NELS B O S M A N

Radio Service
Zenith Radios
Phone 4515

Eighth

Street

last

given almost every evening.

of the Yokohama American School

On

Wednesday a Chicago Symphony
String Ensemble was here with
guest artists, Beatrice Roes and
Bruce Foote. Thursday night the

^888888888888888888885^

for
Your Parties

Scrubbing

Holland Hospitelity
IUFFCT LUNCHEONS
DAILY

choirs of Holland High School and
Holland Christian High School

H01
S IRVICE
230 River Avenue

The Tailor
You can earn bread by the sweat
of your brow, but it takes brains
to get the cake.

Paul A. V a n Raalto

Hope Memorial

Chapel on Sunday afternoon. May
25, at 4:00.
The program is to consist of
numbers by the Chapel Choir and
the Men's and Women's Glee Clubs
under the direction of Mr. Robert
Cavanaugh

and

Mrs. W. Curtis

Snow, respectively.
Following the processional the
program will be as follows:
I.
Hail, G l a d d e n i n g L i g h t
Weed
Beautiful Savior
A r r . by C h r i i t i a n i e n
SDIO by J o o n T e n Hoevo
Ado r a m u s T e
P»l«trin«
Chapel Choir
II.
N o w T h a n k W e All O u r God . T r a d i t i o n a l
Gloria
Bu«i-Peccia
T h e e . L o r d , Most Holy
Satcren
W o m e n ' s Glee C l u b
HI.
God Is a S p i r i t
Scholin
Erce Quomode Moritur
Palestrina
Hospodi P o m i l u i
A r r . by Lvovaky
M e n ' s Glee C l u b
IV.
Listen to the L a m b s
Solo by E l i z a b e t h C h r i s t i u

Dett

I^indsiKhtinK
Grieg
S o l o by W i l l i a m V a n d e r Y a c h t
Hallelujah Chorus (Messiah)
Handel
Chapel Choir

Miss Margaret Gibbs, assistant

V a r i a t i o n s on a T h e m e
Beethoven-Saint-Saens
Nellie M a e R i t s e m a
Marion Slinn
VI.
T h e I » t u s F lowe r
T h e A r r o w and t h e SonR
S u m m e r Time
MadriKal G r o u p

Miss Gibbs Reviews

counselor
viewed

for

Toro

the

Y.W.C.A.,

Matsumoto's

19VX Wert 8th Street

FLOWERS FOR ALL
OCCASIONS

"Brothers Under the Skin," at the
May 20th meeting of the Y.W.

Dykema
Dykema
Gershwin

Miss Gibbs has been counsel for
the W.Y. f o r eight years.

This

meeting concluded the year's activ-

-O-

ities

on

campus.

During

exam

Y. M. C. A. will hold a joint hymn
sing in the pine grove.

For Cancer Society

•*8888888888888888888888$

A number of Hope students participated recently in the American

>

r
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THIS NOON TREK
is te the
MARY JANE
sssssssssassssssssassssi

+

WHITE
CROSS
Barber
Shop

888888888888888888888888

I. H. MARSILJE
Accident Insurance for
Hope College Students
Holland State Bank Bldg.

Ben V a n L e n t e
All Forms of
INSURANCE
177 College Avenue

-8888888888888888888888888888888888888888888888^.

THE SNACK SHACK
Is gaining in Popularity with those
in College who know where to
go for those EVENING SNACKS.
Opposite Train Station on 8th Street

FOR

RECREATION?.

^

Meet Hope Students at
LIEVENSE'S BOWLING ALLEYS
^38888888888888888^

IDEAL
Dry Cleaners
Four Short Blocks North of Campus
Comer College Avenue and 6th

Owner

W A R M RIEND FLOWER SHOP
Telephone 2587
5 W. 8th St, Holland
^888888888

Free Delivery Service"

Member F. T. D. A.
Washington Square
tmmmaanrarvam

re-

book,

NICK DYKEMA

lANQUiT ROOM FOR
PRIVATE PARTIES
Enjoy cur Excellent Meek
Daily end Sundeyi

V.

UNEMA'S

performed along with the Chicago 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8
String Ensemble. The Men's Glee
Club with other guest artists were
in the spotlight Saturday night.

in

Matsumoto's Book

from the States, the classes have

Viscchcr-Brooki

Restaurant

Couperin
Bach

This school was recently organ- Thomas, J e a n n e Toussaint, Lois
ized and is under the direction of Rameau, B e t t y T i m m e r , Lorelei
officers of the Eighth Army. As Parker, Anita Wells.

the construction of the school build< 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 3 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 4 Wednesday were most of the Aring was described and was near
cadian F r a t e r n i t y and many more
completion. Recreational activities
Hope students. P a t Letz, Theresa
f o r the children are also under the
Stahl, Marian Churchill, Shirley
direction
of the school. A part of
INSURANCE
De Young, and Sunny Donahue
the "extension service" of the
6 East 8th St., Holland. Mich. were seen passing out Bensdorp school offers instruction in Japchocolates one or more of the four
anese by Mrs. Kondo to all wives
2 8 8 8 8 @ 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 d @ S 3 8 8 @ e days.
of the military personnel.
In Hope's chapel programs were

Dutch Mill

The Little Windmills
F m r u e in G M i n o r
Ilo^er RietberK
Herb Ritsema

One of Hope's alumnae has the Cancer Society drive for funds. The
unusual job of teaching Japanese students appeared in local theaters
Club contest is still open to all
to the children and wives of the on various afternoons and evenings
students. The entry d e a d l i n e is
American soldiers now in Japan. in the interest of the Society. Those
12:00 noon on May 24. No color
She is Setsu Matsunobu, now Mrs. who took part in this activity were
prints may be submitted.
Kondo. She is teaching at the E v e l y n V a n D a m , C o r n e l i u s
Yokohama American School.
O e g e m a , Irene Heemstra, Helen

Mr. Prins and Mr. Ten Toor, who use of Hope College and its stubeen divided and the faculty augteach freshman English classes ex- dents. Peggy Prins and Muncie
Opp. Post Office
mented. Mrs. Kondo is also servclusively, feel that f u t u r e students Vande Wege were in charge of the
ing as clerk and interpreter there.
are entitled to the benefits which float which was entered in the
In the October 7, 1946, bulletin
these new ideas in the teaching of Saturday parade.

RECORDS

IV.

It was announced that the Photo

Students Help In
Tulip Time Week

be presented

Purr?!!

Hope Students Speak

lessor Henry TenlToor of the Eng- of Zane Gray, and many famous
lish Department. The conference movie sets.

recognized the country-wide need

nounces an All-Choral Vesper to

week the Y. W. C. A. and the

Alumnus Instructs

literature and composition will give.

79 W. 14th St.

Frego to a r r a n g e transportation.

tivity, the Musical Arts Club an-

Madrigal Group

out the year with a beach party to

ference at Syracuse University by H o o v e r D a m , sites of ancient
Professor, J a m e s Pri^s and Pro- Pueblo Indian dwellings, the home

will extend f r o m June 10 to 14.

W h i c h I s tho P r o p e r e s l Day ;o S i n K . A r n o
Sinjf W e and C h a n t It
Morky
In T h e s e D e l i g h t f u l P l e a s a n t G n m n . . .

The f r e s h m a n class is rounding

unique way by making use of twin- the food.
Hope College will be represented mounted projectors. T h e p i c t u r e
during the Freshman English Con- tour included scenes in Arizona, the

Ebelink's Flower Shop
Phone 9496

Russ Kraay of Danforth, Illinois,

meeting was a colorful display of

The v a r i o u s universities have

For your parties
and all Social
Affairs

Rnss Kraay Gets
Photo Club Gavel

rietta Veltman, and Joanne Wilson. was elected president of the Photo be held at Ottawa Beach on Saturday, May 24 at 3:00 o'clock. As this
The Specials were Arthur Kron- Club for next year at a meeting
is the largest class in the history of
emeyer, and Marabelle Van AIs- held on May 12. Serving as viceHope, there should be quite a turnburg. S i d n e y N e w h o u s e of the president will be A1 Pennings and
out. Pat Letz, as general chairman,
Veterans Institute was the solitary Ted Flaherty will be in charge of
has appointed Bernie Zmink, Roy
member of his group to reach the the secretary's reports.
Zwemer, and Bill Ver Huy to hanset standard.
The highlight of the May 12th dle the entertainment, and Max

Casey

Oegema of Grandville, Mich., as

- ~

sary four A's were Elton Bruins,

Freshman Class Plans
Ottawa Beach Party

Climaxing a year of g r e a t ac-

Phone 7634

Phone 2 4 6 5

}
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Alpha Chi Finishes Pre-Sems To Have Sparling Presides Alcor Society Resigns
Plan For Summer Diversified Fields With Annual Feast Summer Ministries Over Eng. Majors Management Of Kletz
As we continue to enjoy our cup

Faculty Members

Graduates Enter

As students are planning their
various summer activities, the faculty is also making plans. Several
members of the faculty will be
teaching a t our Hope College summer session. This list includes: Mr.
Clyde Geerlings, Mr. Vernor Bobbitt, Rev. William Miller, Dr. Eu
gene Osterhaven, Dr. Ivan Dykstra,
Mr. Oscar Thompson, Dr. Tuenis

Many Hope graduates will be entering the professional world as
teachers in September. Betty Timmer from Muskegon Heights, Mich.,
will be teaching in Byron Center
High School, as will also Martha
Van Saun of Holland, Michigan.
Byron Center High School also
claims Ray Huitenga of Jamestown, Mich., who will also teach
Vergeer, Mr. Dwight Yntema, Mr. and coach basketball. Bertha HelL. J. Sicard, Mr. E. E. Brand, Dr. lenga of Allegan, Mich., will teach
John Hollenbach, Dr. Clarence De- in grade school in Byron Center.
Graaf, Dr. Vernon W. Roelofs, Dr. I Kathryn Lock will remain in her
Lester J . Kuyper, Mr. Charles Ste- home town of Grand Rapids to
ketee, Mr. Albert E. Lampen, Dr. I .each mathematics in high school.
Walter Van Saun, Mr. Clarence Don Schreimer also of Grand RapKleis, and Mr. G a r r e t t V a n d e r ds will be teaching social studies
Borgh.
n South High School in Grand
Miss Emma Reeverts will attend

Ra

Pid8

a n d coachin

Alpha Chi's annual banquet was
held May 12 in the Temple lounge.
After the banquet, the group retired to the main dining hall of
Temple where a p r o g r a m was
rendered.

K basketball and

Luella

w i H remain

the Bread Loaf School of B t f t a h . * « * • " •
one of the summer schools c o n . I n her home town, also, to teach at
Eastern Academy, Patterson, New
nected with the Middleburg College
Jersey. Harriet Hains of Coopersat M i d d l e b u r g , V e r m o n t Mrs.
/ille, Mich., will return to Holland
Laura Boyd also hopes to attend
in the fall to teach fourth grade at
summer school, but has made no
^ongfellow.
definite arrangements as yet. Mr.
Dick Vriesman from Muskegon,
H. J. Haverkamp plans to attend
the University of Iowa and Mr. Mich., will be leaving this summer
Robert W. Cavanaugh will work on m become a counselor and teacher
his Ph.D. in music at Vhe Univer- n Tindivanam, India. W e d d i n g
sity of Michigan. Mr. Edward Avi- jells will ring for Trudy Maasen
s«n plans to attend the commence- from Friesland, Wisconsin, and as
ment exercises at Wooster College, Mrs. Delbert Vander Haar she will
it being the 20th anniversary of his be residing in the parsonage at
graduation from there. He will also Fulton, Illinois. Betty Van Lente
spend some time in Florida with of Holland will be working at

After an inspiring song service
led by Jay Weener, retiring President Harry Meiners introduced The
Rev. Warren Jackson as speaker
for the evening. Mr. Jackson is the
Executive Secretary of the Michigan State Christian Endeavor. His
topic for the evening was "Pioneers for the Age to Come." The
age to come, Mr. Jackson stated,
would be one that would put a reemphasis on individual and family
morals. Fair play between economics and management is demanded
of this age which looks forward to
world peace based on the brotherhood of man. He concluded his
pungent message by saying that
the type of age depends on the
pioneers that head it. His challenge
to Alpha Chi's pre-sems was to be

Dr. Simon Blocker, director of
Student P r e a c h i n g at Western
Seminary has announced that some
of Hope's Pre-Sems will be doing
pastoral work this summer during
the school vacation. This work consists of not only preaching, but also
going into newly built areas with
the hope of eventually establishing
a Church in the area, Dr. Blocker
stated.

The meeting was based around
a program on John Steinbeck with
Luella Pyle as chairman. Howard
Zandbergen presented Stienbeck's
biography. Several reviews of
The appointments that have al- Steinbeck's various novels were
ready been made by Dr. Blocker given: "Of Mice and Men," Ruth
are as follows: Chester Droog, Tallman; "The Moon Is Down,"
D
a c k a r d G o s p e l C e n t e r , South Mary Ellen Brower; "The Grapes
Haven, Mich.; John Arnold, East of Wrath," Luella Pyle; "The WayFruitport, Mich.; Robert Schuller, ward Bus," Leon Sparling.
Orchard View, Muskegon, Mich.;
A letter which Loon Sparling
John Smith, Alamo Mission, Kalareceived from John Steinbeck in
mazoo, Mich.; Earl Kragt, Wimbleregard to his latest book, "The
ton, N. D.; Peter Breen, Marietta,
Wayward Bus" was read to the
Minn.; Warren Hietbrink, Monroe,
group.
Minn.

Mod. Language Club

To Several Groups

University and then continue his addresses on his schedule'are^ May
22 at Bridgeman, Michigan; May
studies at Harvard.
28 at McBain, Michigan; May 29 at
Louise Ter Beek from Holland,
B e n z o n i a , M i c h i g a n ; June 6 at
Mich., will be in training as a
Boyne City, Michigan; June 10 at
Medical Technician at Butterworth
Wakefield, Michigan.
Hospital in Grand Rapids, under
Dr. Schrier will also speak at
Dr. Van Pernis.
Alpena, Michigan, at the Rotary
Paul Van Dort also a local resiClub Luncheon for honor students
dent, will be teaching history and
from three Alpena high schools, on
geography in the s e v e n t h and
June 2.
eighth grades at Comstock School
near Kalamazoo. He will also be
assistant basketball coach.

Alcor Alumnae Holds
Tea At Dean Lichty's

Spring Is Here
Today
A flush of red, a flash of gold,
A day is born anew.
The ancient miracle of Time.
And soon the sun begins to climb
Into the arching blue.

At last I can safely say that
Spring is really here
Without someone coming back
With 'Here's snow in your ear'!
With rain and straight hair all
around

And grass that's turning green
A day — a symbol of a life —
And buds on trees being shown
The morn, the noon, the eve.
As the latest thing in trees.
1 he gift of God to everyone
In which to work, and walk, and
Shoe leather's being worn quite
run,
thin,
To fail, or to achieve.
With those strolling campus walks,
Roller skates are seen around
Into the keeping of the Past
Along
with sidewalks marked with
'i lie moments swiftly fly.
chalk.
Each one is surely gathered in
•Stamped with success, or shame, or
Once more I say that spring 18
sin.
here
And dressed for Destiny.
And now I hold my breath.
I see a snowflake hangin'
For "Now" is linked with "Long
'round,
ago"
III
beat its life to death!
With bonds of blood and tears;
R. J . Quant
And of some seeds we sow today
The time for full fruition may
Be twenty thousand years.

Alcor, women's honorary society,
held its last regular meeting at the
home of Miss Laura Boyd on May
21st. On Monday, June 2, Miss
Lichty will open her home for the
Alcor Alumnae Tea.

Custom made suits
by

At a meeting on May 5 the
Modern lianguage Club decided to
discontinue the group meetings of
the French, Spanish, and German
sections and divide into separate
clubs as in previous years.
One reason for this disbanding
is that it was felt that the organization has not filled the expectations which were formerly thought
possible. It was further believed
that by having sections of their
own, each group could interest
more people and meet the demands

ICUltti
^
ing program chairmen for the first
meeting next fall or electing officers was held in the separate
groups.
The French club appointed Lois
Van Wyk as chairman for their
first meeting. Dick Brown will be
the temporary chairman for next
fall's meeting of the Spanish club.
The German club elected officers,
who are Helen Wagner, president;
Virginia Hemmes, vice-president;
and Shirley Visser, secretary.
Leona Doorenbos was appointed
reporter.
The French division had charge
of the May 5th program which
consisted of two films, "Along the
Riviera" and "Glimpses in the
Heart of Paris."

X

Alterations and
Repairs
Next to Tower Clock
maammnm

Bootery
m i

The committee in charge of the
hymn sing has advised the bringing of blankets or other suitable
equipment on which to sit. Because of the outdoor nature of the
meeting no chairs will be provided.

of

De Fouw's
Electric Shop

She served for two years
jerit, and two years as

vJcp.

PEOPLES STATE B A N K
wishes for Hope College and The Anchor
the Success it Merits

Attention . . . Hope Students!
Economy

Have You Ever Tried Our
Fluffed Dry Service at I c Per Pound ?
or

6 haadkcrchieft, 1 t W .
N O T E II.

3 ,ow«U. 3 w . . h clotb.. A v . r . g e welfhr. 5 p o u n d — 5 0 c .

Y e i , we d o D r y C l e a n i n g , wife a n d a b t o l u t e l r o d o r l e M .

M O D E L L A U N D R Y , Inc.
97 EAST EIGHTH STREET. HOLLAND

OLD NEWS PRINTERY
Your "Anchor" Printers
74 West Eighth Street

West of Sentinel

TAKE YOUR DATE BICYCLE RIDING
RELIABLE BICYCLE SHOP
136 West 19th Street
Ride About the Economical Way. WHIZZER MOTOR BIKE

15 West Eighth Street

Full Assortment of

JANTZEN SWIM SUITS
Beachwear and Summer Sportwear

Phont 3625
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NOW ON DISPLAY

Royit or Churchill

announced.

Compliments

nnomt

WESTRATE'S
FOOT-WEAR NEEDS

YW to Give Breakfast
For Hope Senior Girls

The last meeting of the year,
May 27, will be a joint meeting
with the YWCA, concluding the
year's "Y" activities. The meeting
will be an outdoor hymn sing in
the Pine Grove located practically
in the center of Hope's campus. As
yet the song leader has not been

Agrees To Disband

FOR YOUR

Carl'* Tailor Shop

at the Koffee Kletz, many of us are
unaware of the fact that the management has changed hands. With
exams and other events approaching, our busy Alcor members decided to close the Kletz on May 9.
Happily for us the Business Office
of our college took over and kept
the Kletz open for us. Mrs. Rowan
with some student help will continue to serve us until the end of
the year. This is an experimental
arrangement which may continue
for the next school term. We are,
however, assured of a KofTee Kletz
next September.

Sing To Terminate
YM-YW Activities

for the year '47-'48.

Dr. Schrier Speaks

of coffee and doughnuts, or the date

The senior girls will be given a
breakfast by the Young Women's
Christian Association on Saturday,
May 31st. This breakfast, which is
an annual occasion, is in charge of
Carolyn Ingham, the social chairAt the meeting of May 20, the man for the YW. The breakfast
YMCA held a musical program in will also be attended by the women
the Chapel basement. The program faculty members.
was entirely musical in nature and assssssssss&ssssssssssssz
the ' representatives of each of
Hope's fraternities presented musical selections.

For several weeks classes have
been held in the Seminary classroom building. Dr. Blocker being
whe instructor for the group. At
these meetings practical advice is
pioneers in that age.
offered for the contacting of people,
A simple but impressive instaland help is given for the preparalation service was also held, during
tion of sermons.
which time Rev. William Miller of
Hope's faculty installed the officers

his father whom he has not seen Meyer Music House and will also
)e giving piano lessons. Dave Bosince before the war.
Dr. William Schrier, head of the
jard from Little Falls, New York,
Hope College speech department,
Dr. William Schrier plans to be.vill be training at an advertising
has scheduled a number of Comgin a busy summer by giving comigency in New York.
mencement addresses as well as
mencement addresses at Boyne City
Winton Stephan, a junior, will be other speaking engagements during
and Wakefield. He plans to make
a popularized version of the thesis, •ntering the University of Michi- the closing weeks of the school
"A Rhetorical Study of Political gan Medical School. N e w s also year.
:ome8 from two former Hopeites.
and Occassional Addresses of GarOn May 13, he delivered an adPhil
Waalkes, who has received his
ret J. Diekema," placing it in book
dress before the Grand Rapids WoPh.D. in Chemistry from Ohio, is
form. He also hopes to take a trip
men's Club at their annual lunchntering Medical School at Univerto the University of North Dakota,
eon. On May 15, he gave the Comjity of Washington. Earl De Witt
where he was a member of the
mencement address at Bear Lake,
ilso a Hope graduate expects to
faculty for 12 years. "Uncle Bud
„
Michigan. O t h e r Commencement
Hinga anticipates a busy vacation |
in Chemistry at Ohio I
with his Youth Fellowshin <5
» ^ /roups
Mis
^ • • ^ I ^ S S s p l a n s an idea
vacation at her cottage. Mrs. Peter
Prins plans to spend her summer
with her husband in Detroit. Miss
Nella Meyer plans to spend some
time in Canada, while Miss Eliza
beth Lichty will visit New York
Ohio, Washington D.C., and west
ern Illinois. Several other faculty
members plan to tour to various
sections of the country. All in all
it promises to be a busy and worthwhile summer for everyone.

Dr. DeGraaf's home was the
scene of the English Majors final
meeting of the year, on May 13.
Leon Sparling of Schuylerville,
New York, was elected President
for the coming year.

calls for tops" in fine graduation
cards. Of course that means
HaJImark Graduation Cards from

FRIS
BOOKISTORE
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News For Veterans
Leave Pay Deadline
Officials of the Veterans Administration Branch Office in Columbus, Ohio, today reminded World
War 11 veterans of the September
1, 1(J47 deadline for filing claims
for settlement of unused military
leave.
All veterans who have not applied f o r their terminal leave payments are advised to act immediately to avoid delays which might
result f r o m an increased number of
applications just prior to the deadline date.

Application f o r unused

terminal leave should be made to
the branch of service concerned and
not to VA.

Validity of Wills
Student veterans arc advised by
VA to consult their own attorneys
concerning the present validity of
wills which they may have signed
while in the armed service.
VA officials explain that wartime wills may not be valid in the
state where the veteran now resides. Also, it is pointed out that
a war-time will In many cases may
not serve the current intentions of
a v e t e r a n s i n c e h i s r e t u r n to
civilian life.

Advises Vets Against G.L Insurance
officials at the VeterExcessive G.I. Loans ansInsurance
Administration Branch Office
World W a r II Veterans should in Columbus, Ohio, today said that
seriously consider their present and two-out-of-three W o r l d W a r II
estimated f u t u r e income and ex- veterans in Ohio, Michigan and
Kentucky, by allowing their GI
penses b e f o r e n e g o t i a t i n g G.I.
policies to lapse, are by-passing
loans, George C. Sturgeon, loan nearly 10 billion dollars of insurguaranty officer for the Veterans ance protection f o r their families
A d m i n i s t r a t i o n Branch office in and their dependents.
It is not necessary for veterans
Columbus, Ohio, advised recently.
to reinstate or convert the full
"Before a veteran decides on a
$10,000 of G.I. insurance, VA offidefinite home, f a r m or business cials explained. According to a vetproperty, he should know some- eran's budget, any amount from
thing about the amount of loan he one to ten thousand dollars of insurance may be reinstated or conwill be permitted to obtain under
verted to any one of the six perthe G.I. Bill and the approximate manent plans.
monthly payments he will have to
Veterans now have until August
make," Mr. Sturgeon said.
1, 1947, to reinstate by submitting
a comparative health statement and
He explained that the accepted
by paying two monthly premiums,
standard used by many lending in- regardless of how long their polistitutions is that no loan should cies have been lapsed. Detailed inexceed a figure two and one-half formation on all phases of G.I. insurance is available at any VA intimes a veteran's annual income.
stallation, or from local insurance
In other words, if a veteran's anagents, s e n i c e organizations or
nual income is
()()(), the maxi- Red Cross Representatives.
mum loan should be about $7,500.

Miss Tarr Hears
From Fr. Classes
Recently at the suggestion^ of
her French students. Prof. Nella
Meyer h a s p r o v i s e d a system
whereby letters are sent to Miss
Florence Tarr, f o r m e r WAC and
student a t Hope College, who is
under observation a t the Detroit
Hospital. Miss T a r r is very much
interested in the French language,
having spent much time in Shantilly, France. While at Hope she
was a member of Miss Meyer's
class. At this time French dialogues
were assigned to the various students, and now the students are
sending her letters concerning their
particular dialogues.
Miss Meyer set aside one class
period for letter writing to Miss
T a r r , and now these letters are
being sent to her. Plans are being
made so t h a t she will receive these
letters t h r o u g h o u t the summer
months. Anyone interested in corresponding is cordially invited to
do so, for all letters from Hope
students are welcome.
Miss T a r r ' s address is 1770 West
Forrest, Detroit, Michigan. Letters
may also be placed in the box in
the library at the Circulation Desk.

make a change in the course of

not exceed his income for one week.
In this case, he should pay no more

We Thank You

than $50 monthly on his loan with
a weekly wage or salary of $50.
"In a d d i t i o n to loan interest,

may have other expenses connected
with the property for repairs and
general upkeep," he pointed out.

You are ending another school
year and we wish you success
and a Happy Summer

Why?
The tree next door is mighty big.

training p r o g r a m , arrangements
are made for him to meet with a

Saturday, May 10, the Arcadian

r r a ' . c m i t y held its spring informal
day evening. May 3, a t the Womp a r t y at Grand Rapids. It w a s
en's Literary Club. • , • ;
"Rolling and Roaming" from noon
The theme of the parly was the til midnight. In the afternoon the
May whirl. The Literary Club was Arcadians and their guests roller
transformed into a lovely garden

skated a t a private party at "The

complete with a rose covered trellis, a wishing well, May poles, and
spring flowers. A f t e r the dinner a
program consisting of six musical
numbers was given: Indigo Duo,
Gay Age, Dream Schemes, Spring
Souvenir, Park Rhythm, and Good
Night. Sonny Donahue acted as
mistress of ceremonies.

Coliseum." In the late afternoon

Dorothy
Milne was general
chairman, assisted by Barbara
Eilander, refreshments; M a r i o n
Reichert, table decorations; and
Lois Rameau, favors and seating
arrangement.
Faculty guests were Professor
and Mrs. Edward S. Avison, Professor and Mrs. Harold J. Haverkamp, and Mr. J a m e s Eshleman,
and Miss Helen Cook. Two hundred and ten guests attended this
function.

a treasure hunt was held a t Johnson Park in Grandville. Six groups
of several couples each, participated; and six one-pound boxes of
candy were presented as prizes.
Dinner

S e r v i c e in the Park

Lounge was given by the Grandville First Reformed Church. The
menu included: potato salad; meat
loaf; vegetable salad; hot rolls;
milk; and peach pie a la mode. In
the evening, a program was given
around the

fireplace

in the park

lounge, which included selections by
the Arcadian Four composed of Bill
Miedema, Warren Heitbrink, Ken
Leetsma, and Bob Schuiler.

Also

Geary. The songfest was led by

under the (J.I, Hill must make such
a request in writing to VA.

been s u c c e s s f u l in h i s original

gave a formal dinner party Satur-

an's monthly loan payment should

traininf; they have been pursuing

If the student veteran has not

- The Alpha Sfgma Alpha Sorority

Another standard is that a veter-

should remember that they often

S t u d e n t v e t e r a n s wishing to

Alpha Sigma Guests

included were a skit by Hank Kieft
and Jim Van Dyke assisted by Dan

t a x e s a n d i n s u r a n c e , veterans

Vets Course Changes

Arcadians Skate
AtG. R. Coliseum

May Whirl Catches

It's trunk is wide and strong.
It's leafy arms raise up each twig
To join the heavenly throng.

THANKS

Our tree is not as tall and wide,

\ A vocational advisor to discuss

And yet, the birds nest here.
the requested change and entrance
And with their young do safe abide,
into a new training program.
I think, to God more dear.

for youp patronage

TENNIS RACKETS
By

Ken Leetsma. Bill Miedema did an
excellent job sen-ing as M. C.

President H a r o l d Des A u t e l s
thanked this year's executive committee for its fine service to the
f r a t e r n i t y and introduced the newly
elected executive committee f o r
next fall. The new president is:
$6.00 to $25.00
Virgil Dykstra; vice-president. Jack
Stegeman; secretary. Hank Kieft;
TENNIS BALLS
treasurer, Kenneth Leetsma; interf r a t e r n i t y representatives, Bill Geiger and Ted Flaherty; s t u d e n t
3 i n c a n $1.75
council r e p r e s e n t a t i v e . Man-in
Kragt; and sergeants-at-arms, John
Professional Hydraulic
Arnold and Alex Ebneth.
Restringing
From nine to eleven, various
games were played. A lunch was
$3.00 to $10.00 ,
served. Around midnight, the Ar24 Hours Service
cadians and their guests were rolling home. Chaperones were Mr.
L. M . W I L L I A M S and
Mrs. Brand and Mr. and Mrs.
282 E. 13th St. Phone 6-6fil2 Haverkamp.

Bancroft - Andreef
Davis - Wilson
Cragin - Simplex

Spalding - Wilson
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Should the v o c a t i o n a l advisor Perhaps God means the strong are
weak
fer»l that the veteran can proceed
rfrrV 'fif-TTf^Te^H^ cn^Tn*

If thev do

no\

their

field, a supplemental Certificate of To useful service at His feet
Klijiibility will be issued indicating When He declares to them: "You're
the remaining amount of training

mine!"

to which the veteran is entitled.

SNYDER'S

PHONI

nower ^

SUPERIOR SPORT STORE
206 River Ave.

* 1

HERTEDlNSgSgJGE
AGENCY

Ginny Hemmes

SMART

SHOES

The Home of Peters Shoes
W E A T H E R BIRDS — SMART M A I D S
12 West 8th Street

These cool nights won't bother you if you
know you can have your midnight
snack in your own room.

29 C. EIGHTH ST. HOLLAMIt

O n P

For Food Just Right Visit

FOR S U M M E R V A C A T I O N

D O W N T O W N IGA

Sport Coats
Leisure Coats
Sport Slacks
Sport Shirts
Sport Sox

Conviently located on 8th Street

LOKKER-RUTGERS CO.

A t e B K D S H O H I T

f

^

DRUG STORE

5 4 E . E I G H T H ST. - Ifct W. I i

WE ARE PROUD TO HAVE HOPE COLLEGE
AS OUR NEIGHBORS
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BAKER FURNITURE FACTORIES, INC.

Post Jewelry and G i f t Shop

Makers of

CONNOISSEUR FURNITURE
A real fun-maker! Capitol'i Luxury
Portable Phonograph is completely different
...because it plays ANYWHERE
electronically. That means rich, really
smooth tones, just like you get
from your big radio. Plays on elcctric
current (plug in) or on its own battery
(wind up) —both ways tbrough the tubes!
Swell for the bcach... for weekends
away...for the mountains.

^®®®®®888®8888888^888888888888888888888888888888

T. KEPPEL'S
SONS
JOHN VANDER BROEK, Prop.
EiUiblitked 1867

Appropriate Gifts for
All Occasions
Expert Jewelers and Watchmakers
Telephone 4506

10 West 8th Street

COAL . . . BUILDERS' SUPPLIES

TSSS88SSS3eSS8eSSSSeS8&S&&eSSSSeS8SS&SSSSSS8S8@8i

Sherwin-Williams Paints and Varnishes

COLUMBIA CLEANERS

Fairbanks-Morse Stokers

We do our own odorless cleaning

'e88a8SSe@8l88S8SSS888SSS8S888S88SSS&S8a&@8SSS8SSi

Suits pressed whlle-you-wait

AT A N Y CAPITOL DEALER.

STUDENTS and FACULTY
Thank You for your patronage
•

We clean everything from
Hats to Shoes
Phone 4656

6 West 8th Street

during the past school year
•

BEST WISHES

HOLLAND FURNACES
'

v

' '

for

•Make Warm Friends^

A SUCCESSFUL SUMMER

World's Largest Installers of Home Heating and
Air Conditioning Systems

BLUE KEY BOOK STORE

WARM FRIENDS of Hope College
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Close races were staged for all
fraternity offices when the Knicks
held their election meeting on
May 22.
To lead them through the coming fall term the Knicks elected
Art Van Eck as president. To assist him in his duties will be Warren Eichelberg, vice president;
Tom Van Dahm, secretary; Lloyd
Van Raalte, treasurer, and Warren Huyser, sergeant at arms.
To represent the fraternity in
college affairs the fraternity elected Anno Vander Kolk as student
Council representative and Phil
Meengs as inter-fraternity representative.
During the remainder of the
meeting all the old business was
removed from the agenda. The
meeting concluded with Ed Kassig
being appointed chairman of
committee to draw up plans for an
alumni bulletin and Tom Van Dahm
being appointed chairman of
committee which will rewrite the
present constitution. -

Ice Cream Tickles
The+a Appetites

D o r i a n s Gather
W i t h Sibylline Artists D e l p h i a n s , Guests At Andre's Farm
Arcadians Harmonzic Carrousel Whirls

Dr. Zwemer Talks
At Prater Meeting

Art Van Eck Leads Cosmos R e m e d y
In Knick Elections Spring Fever

The Arcadian Fraternity and
The Fraters entertained a famThe
Sibylline Sorority held a joint
ous Frater alumnus, Dr. Samuel
Cosmopolitan fraternity members Zwemer, at a recent literary meet- meeting on May 9. The meeting
and their guests enjoyed a day of ing. Dr. Zwemer, now eighty, was opened by an exchange of welrelaxation at their annual spring a missionary to Arabia for many
comes by the two presidents, Phil
party which was held at Spring years and is a world authority on
Lake Country Club, Saturday, May Mohammedanism. Dr. Zwemer told Haskin and Harry DesAutels. De10. The party which was informal some warmly received jokes and votions were read by Harriet Muyhad as its theme "Spring Fever." then went to a more serious vein. skens and The Lord's Prayer was
Golf, tennis, soft ball, horse back He spoke for a short time on sung by Alice Marie Parrott. The
riding and croquet were included in "Three-Dimensional Living."
program was opened by the master
the afternoon program.
The Fraters were favored with of ceremonies, Vergil Dykstra.
Dinner was served in the main
several special musical numbers by The Arcadian Four, which was
dining room of the club with candle
Miss Joan Ten Hoeve. Frater
light lending a homey atmosphere,
composed of Bob Schuller, Warren
Schriemer, a senior, presented his
(ireen decorations were used to
philosophy of life. The Humor Heitbrink, Ken Leetsma, and Bill
garnish the tables with the fraternumber was given by Frater Meedima, sang several selections.
nity colors. Green and white proBarnedse. He read a lengthy poem Alice Marie Parrott offered angrams were found at each place
on the "Dog" and some of his pe- other solo. This was followed by
describing the menu and the social
culiarities.
evening which followed.
two cornet selections by Cal Swart.
During the business meeting Dr.
James Hoffman gave the invocaGroup singing was next on the
tion, followed by a word of wel- Zwemer wished to know whether
•'Sing" program, and this was led
come by Cosmopolitan President or not the Frater Frolics would be
by Ken Leetsma. The final numa
strictly
moral
show.
Upon
the
Charles Knooihuizen. Chaperones
ber was a sextet of Sibyllines:
assurance
that
Miss
Lichty
would
were Mr. and Mrs. Clyde GeerHarriet Muyskens, Harriet Hains,
have
to
pass
it
he
bought
a
ticket
lings and Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Anne Van Eck, Marion TerBorg,
for
his
wife.
Frater
Howie
Koop,
Cavanaugh.
A. M. Parrott, and Phil Haskin.
the
master
critic
for
the
evening,
Alumni were invited. General
The meeting was adjourned and
chairman for the event was Huss had many amusing comments with
refreshments were served.
Cloetingh. Others w o r k i n g with which to end the meeting.
him were Jack Robins, Bill Lever^tte and Dave Bogard.

At Spring Lake

On May 9, Thesaurians gathered &SSSS3eSSSS8SSSS8S&ScSS&;
at the home of Martha Van Saun
ELECTRIC SHOE
for a Theta Soda Jerk. Chief
Jerk Eunice Heinen opened the
HOSPITAL
meeting and proceeded to serve
Quality Shoe Repairing
members with their favorite calories.
13 E. 8th Street
Barbara Archer, entitled Sundae,
very ably led devotions. Dixie
Practical
Cup, by Eunice Heinen, consisted
Courses to
of a serious paper on the origin
Supplement
of the ice cream cone. The man
College.
who wrapped his waffle around
Summer
Term
his dip of ice cream instead of
opens June 30.
eating it the ordinary way started
n i P I O M A T i r I T f t i a t a * li>n f o r i l i i d o m s t I f
i n t r r i i a i K n i a l a.lmlnl-.
a practice which has become a fa- D l r L O m A I I I
a-i'l illplimialU' M*crvSCHOOL:
miliar sight today. Marian Slinn
i a a I «"il>
r m a i i l r l i * ii-'-nram in l l i f IWM " I
entertained with Fudge Hippie, the
PUBLIC
IhiIiIii- fflali<tiu alhl p u l i l l d t > .
rendition of a piano composition. RELATIONS
Buffalo Nut introduced Dot Daven- SCHOOL:
• u n i l i M f I'liMIH".., MTn-larlal.
BUSINESS
port who tickled the palates of
- i i - i i o i i i a i i l i n - 1 l a i i m u in KiiieIiOi,
Spam*)!. I ' l i r l i u i l f M - . K r e i u h
SCHOOL:
Thetas with her humor paper.
KlniK-iitart. liil.TimHlialf ami
LANGUAGE
Banana Split, entitled the comail> a l l i i i l Spa II l ^ti. INiniUUfM .
K i f i u l i . t i f i in a n . K n u l i - h .
SCHOOL:
ments of Ann Fikse, who was masItu-Man
K i p o r l |irorp«lurt' f o n - u l a r
ter critic for the evening.
FOREIGN
iliH-uin. n! v Korflun r r « i l i l « ami
At the close of the meeting a COMMERCE rt irial lifwi - tnl ii Hr iiaHt l o nK. o n»-'Ur n f r uHau-llirl .,
iralTir.
happy indigestion was wished to SCHOOL:
C o - « d u c a l i o n a l . G . I. A p p r o v « d
all with the serving of strawberry
shortcake and ice cream, every- C a t a l o g " C " : 1 1 6 S. M i c h i g a n , C H I C A G O
N E W Y O R K : I I W . 42nd ST. W r i t # S t c t y .
one's favorite.
tne com mi

LATIN
AMERICAN
INST TUTE

GREETING CARDS

Andes Candles
The Peak of Candies
Phone 2329
Warm Friend Tavern
Holland, Michigan

Phone 248-208
859 Terrace Street
Muskegon, Michigan

Informality and fun may best
Members of Delta Phi and their
guests rode on the "Delphi Car- describe the Dorian party held
rousel," May 9 at the Spring Lake Friday, May 9. Guests arrived at
Country Club. Audrey Reagan was
Andre's farm in G r a n d v i l l e in
chairman of the informal event.
Golf, tennis, baseball and other dungarees and plaid shirts in time
outdoor activities were enjoyed in for a baseball game about five
the afternoon. A buffet supper was o'clock and a light supper in the
served at C:30 p.m. in the club loft of the barn. Preliminary exerhouse from tables decorated with cise was afforded in climbing the
vertical ladder, and this was supgay spring flowers.
Muncie Vande Wege acted as plemented by later pushing around
Mistress of ceremonies of the car- and sliding on the bales of slippery
rousel show. Each whirl of the hay.
Entertainment c o n s i s t e d of a
carrousel brought the audience to
scavenger hunt, informal games,
a famous fairway attraction.
and group singing. Later in the
The carnival girl revue featured
evening, "swing your partners" in
the Delphi sextet, composed of
Bill White's lusty voice alternated
Judy Mulder, Claire W i e r e n g a ,
with less boisterous music, such as
Barbara VanDyke, Elaine Meeusen,
Stardust and Deep Purple.
Mary Ellen Brower and Iris Vande
Each guest r e c e i v e d a small
Bunte, who sang two numbers. ' A
flashlight for use on the scavenger
modern melodrama by Dee Davis,
hunt in the early evening. Mr. and
Hetty Boelkins, Lois DeKleine and
Mrs. Charles Steketee were the
Ruth Jorgenson was viewed in the
special guests for the party.
Penny Arcade.
o
M i r a c u l o u s M a e s t r o , Gerry
Hirschy appeared "by special arrangement," to play two cello solos.
Peggy Prins, in appropriate garb,
foretold the future of guests as the
The Sophomore S o r o s i t e s precrystal gazer. Audrey Reagan, as
sented one of the most outstanding
the Dancing Doll, appeared in a
meetings of the year when the
tap dance number.
Sigma Sigma sisters gathered on
Music for the evening was pro- May 9. With Vice-President Glenna
vided by The Solidaires. Faculty Gore taking over the business meetguests were Mr. and Mrs. Alvin ing plans for the coming spring
Vanderbush and Mr. and Mrs. E. E. party were made.
Brand.
Tony Fredricks, in charge of the
Committee chairmen were: Marie program, drew "oh's" and "ah's"
Buttlar, program; Shirley Visser, when she distributed dainty umfinance; Alma Vander Hill, pro- brellas which announced "Sophograms; Carolyn Ingham, invita- more Showers." After the devotions; Millie Vermaire, food, and tions, "April Showers" was sung
Elaine Ter Haar, chaperones.
by Jean Snow, our favorite song-

Sophs Shower
Sorosite Sisters

^ 8 8 8 8 8 8 S ® s ? 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 g 8 8 S S ;

A l l Sodas, Sundaes, and Maltedsmade with

Swift's Ice Cream
It's Full of Taste Tempting Goodness

B. H. WILLIAMS

-

CAT? L I M EN T S
0 F

SPECIAL
SAVE

with
Cosh and Carry
MICHIGAN CLEANERS
I. HOLLEMANS, Prop.

232 River Ave.

JEWELER
24 E. 8th St., Holland, Mich.

Special Attention to Parties
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"Succcssor

B U Lf U K U S i U U i U
(Formerly

H a n s e n ' s Drug stor

PORTRAIT

Wintlow

Studio)

PHOTOGRAPHY

52 East Eighth Street

STAR S A N D W I C H SHOP

SAVE

HAVE YOUR FAVORITE SODA OR
S U N D A E AT OUR SODA BAR TODAY

stress. The humor paper, "Thunder
and Lightning," by Jean Mihaly
and Bea Lockwood, gave a hilarious
preview of party doings. In keeping
with the theme was Jean Sibley's
serious paper recounting the history of the umbrella. Last, but not
least, was Stormy Weather in the
person of Jan Joldersma.
The meeting adjourned after refreshments and the singing of the
Sorosis songs. A recent addition to
the sorority room is a table lamp
given by the sophomore members.

Open Saturday Evenings

Telephone 9608
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For Graduation
Sport Shirts
Slacks

When You Get That Hungry Feeling
VISIT

Zelan Jackets
Sport Coats

The Alcor Koffee Kletz
SPECIAL ATTRACTION!

Soups - Hamburgs - Cheeseburger
Cheese Sandwiches - Hot Chocolate
Sodas and Sundaes
Rolls and Coffee

-AT

V a u p e l l ' s M e n Shop
£ 3 ®
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A Money Saver — $5.50 Meal Ticket $5.00

KNOLL'S GIFT SHOP

Still the Best Buy in Town
The Best in Home Cooking.

Give it a Trial

G R A D U A T I O N GIFTS A N D CARDS

TULIP RESTAURANT

88888888888888888888888888888888888888888888888-

Headquarters for . . .

For Anything in Fine Printing . . .

STEKETEE-VAN HUIS PRINTING HOUSE, INC.

ROBLEE. AIR-STEP
at

AND BUSTER BROWN

MILESTONE PRINTERS

SHOES

SPAULDING'S
SHOE STORE

m

CITY KITCHEN
GOOD FOOD
with Quick Service

PLATE DINNERS
at Popular Prices
68 East 8th Street

9 East 10th St.

Phones: 4337 and 9231
Holland, Michigan

:
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SUNDAES

MALTEDS

CONES
ICE CREAM
MILLS ICE C R E A M CO.
*88888888888888888888

COMPLETE BANKING SERVICE
AT

Just Around the corner at
College Avenue
•OTTIH) UNDO AUTHOHTY Of THE COCA-COU COMPANY IT

Optn
CloMd

Coca-CoU Bottling Company of Grand Rankb

7 i 0 0 A.M. to 7i00 P.M.
WedBCMUy
All

at

Day

li30

Deposits Insured up to $5,000.00
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of Holland

P.M. and

Sunday

1

FIRST N A T I O N A L BANK
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P a g e Eight
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HOPE WINS ALL-SPORTS TROPHY
Two Firsts, One Second,
Two Thirds Clinch Award
A f t e r the conference track meet last Saturday night Hope

r

College was presented with the much coveted All-M.I.A.A.
Athletic Trophy. Coach Hinga, director of athletics a t Hope,
accepted the trophy for t h e school. The presentation was
made by Queen Myra Brower.
The points toward the a w a r d .
were determined equally by the
five M.I.A.A, sports. A first place
received 10 points and so on down
to 2 points for fifth. Hope had
Combining a sudden fit of wild40 out of a possible 50 points.
ness
on the part of the opposing
Her closest rival was Albion with
pitcher with some wild base run31 points. Hope's points were
ning, the Hope College basebal.
earned by firsts in basketball and team pushed across five runs in (
polf, a second in tennis, and thirds big sixth inning rally to nip Grand
in track and football. Kalamazoo Rapids Junior College 7-5. The
looked very strong up to golf and game was played in Grand Rapids
Harold Van Wieren started
track but picked up only two
pitching
for the Dutchmen and did
points in these two sports. Adrian
very well at first. However twc
came in last failing to place higher
errors in the infield, a walk, and t
than fifth in anything.
hit netted the Raiders three runs.
This is the first presentation of Don Mulder moved in from shortthe Athletic Trophy since the war. stop and stopped the rally.
Previous to this, Hope had gone
Hope would have won it in 1943
had it been given. Hope last won into the lead 2-0. The first score
came on Van Wieren's tremendous
it back in 1938.
Before last Saturday's track high fly which the left fielder
meet many other trophies and dropped. Van Wieren had made
medals were handed out. Russ second and continued around to
He Vette accepted the basketball home when the shortstop threw
trophy. Howard Jalving accepted wildly to third. The Dutch tallied
the one for golf. Jalving also re- their second run in the fourth inceived a medal for low medalist ning on a long home run to centei
in the golf tournament. Becksfort by Van Wieren.
Trailing 3-2 the Dutch put on
and Zwemer received medals for
taking third in the tennis doubles. their final rally in the sixth on s
The golf team got awards for plac- hit by Mulder, walks to Rotman
ing second in the final meet. While Van Wieren, and Higgs, a fielder's
the track meet progressed the run- choice, and a hit by Brieve. Van
ners received medals for the first Wieren again scored in the inning
five positions in each event.
by stealing home.
o
In the seventh inning Grand
It is better to wear out than Rapids started a rally that netted
rust out.
two runs, but it fell short of tying
the score as Mulder struck out the
The reason a lot of fellows are last batter.
bachelors is because they fail to HOPE
010 105 0—7
embrace their opportunities.
G.RJ.C
000 030 2—5

Hope Defeats J. C.
7-5 In Wild Contesf

• gag**

Sporl
Football
Basketball
Tennis
Track
Golf

Adrian
0
2
2
2
0

Totals....6

Albion
3
8
6
10
4
31

Alma
3
4
4
8
7
26

Hillsdle.
9
0
0
4
7
20

Hope
6
10
8
6
10
40

things were different last Friday. Even Coach Hinga was smiling by
mid-afternoon. Kazoo really took it on the chin. Well let's go back
and see how it all happened.
The first post-war interfraternity track meet will be run off tomorThe tennis team was first. It was decided by Thursday evening.
row afternoon. Above is the start of the 220 in last year's interclass Hope admittedly got a bad draw. Scholten and Becksfort ran into
meet. From left to right are Pontier, Evers, Kraai, Ingham, and Drew.
Kazoo men (the "untouchables") before they had a chance to pick up
points. Zwemer drew Alma's No. 1 man and lost in a close match.
Albion was overjoyed. They forgot, however, to figure on Johnnie
Ligtvoet. He eliminated their No. 1 man in three sets. He had previously set down Hillsdale's No. 1 man. Tirrell had one easy match but
then also hit Kazoo. In doubles, it was the same story. Hope's No. 1
team drew Kalamazoo first and were naturally out. Becksfort and
Zwemer went through to the semi-finals however and made up for it.
The Hope College tennis team Sunderland of Kazoo 6-0 6-1. Tir- Thus Hope proved that barring Kazoo they had easily the best and
accomplished all that was expected rell drew a b y e a n d d e f e a t e d most balanced tennis team in the conference, and got a well earned
of them as they took down second Nichols of Albion 6-1 6-1 in the second.
place in the conference. Kalamazoo, 2nd round before Hetzch of Kazoo
Golf was much too close for comfort. The first eighteen holes were
the heavy favorites, had no trouble defeated him 6-0 6-0. Scholten lost played Thursday in rather cold weather. Scores were high. Four
taking first again. In the final to Manton of Kazoo 6-3 6-2, Becks- teams finished within five strokes of each other. Hope led by one
tournament none of their men were fort lost to Beresky of Kazoo 6-0 stroke. Holkeboer was the only man to break eighty. On Friday it was
defeated by men of other schools. 6-0, and Zwemer lost to Harsen of Jalving's turn. His 73 really saved the day for Hope. The weather
Albion came in third followed by Alma 7-5 6-4.
was perfect and every team but Albion bettered their first day scores.
Alma, Adrian, and Hillsdale.
Scholten and Tirrell drew a bye Luckily for Hope it was Hillsdale that beat us out, because they had
Hope, despite a rather poor draw, in doubles but were defeated by only two wins during the regular season. Of course we could go into
took three points in the final match. Lughten and Beresky of Kazoo 6-2 a few if's and easily show how Hope should have beaten Hillsdale in
These along with eight points for 6-1. Becksfort and Zwemer defeated the meet too but I think everyone is happy enough the way it is.
season matches were enough for Mayne and Frevert of Albion 6-2 Mulder and Elhart also did a fine job as they cut their scores down
;econd. Kalamazoo ran up twenty 6-4 and Foley and Winchell of five strokes the second day.
seven points by various means. In Hillsdale 6-2 6-2. Sunderland and
And finally track. The meet was really run off smoothly. Everyone
the final tournament one point was Hetzch of Kazoo then defeated
down there enjoyed it a great deal. At the halfway mark Hope didn't
?iven for each victory a f t e r the them 6-1 6-0 in the semi-finals. In
look much better than a fifth. However those ten plus points in the
first round.
the compensation match for third pole vault and relay did the trick and nosed out Hillsdale for third.
In singles L i g t v o e t defeated place Becksfort and Zwemer deI guess we have complained too much and been too pessimistic over
Winchell, Hillsdale's No. 1 man, 8-6 feated Slager and Nichols 8-10 6-0 the track. They really proved they were an up and coming team.
2-C G-4 in the 1st round and Slager, 9-7. This win over the Albion No. 1
Most of them will be back next year. All their times dropped f a s t and
Albion's No. 1 man, 6-2 4-6 6-2 in team gave them the third place steadily throughout the year. That seven seconds the relay team
the 2nd round. He then fell to conference medals.
knocked off at Kazoo was probably the most outstanding.

—

A l l Sports Standings

Kazoo
9
6
10
0
2
27

Thindads Capture Third
In One-sided Track Finale
Albion had little trouble taking
thoir second c o n s e c u t i v e track
championship. Hope finished fully
as high as was expected as she
came in third. Albion was way
ahead in points with 72 11/14.
Alma was a poor second with
39 6/7. Hope had 34 13/14 points
for her third. Following Hope were
Hillsdale — 32 points, Adrian —
25 3/7 points, and Kalamazoo —
20 points.
The first places were very evenly
distributed. Albion took four followed by Alma, Hope, and Adrian
with three each. Albion placed at
least a fourth in every event. Hope
failed to place in the Javelin, Broad
Jump, 880, and Mile. There was a
seven-way tie for second in the
Pole Vault which caused the irregular figures in the scores.
Hope showed the greatest improvement in the Relay. They cut
over five seconds off their previous
best running time. Brewer ran the
440 in under 54 seconds. His best
time had been 54.2.
Hopkins of Albion broke the
meet High Jump record with 6 f t .
1% in. The old record was 5 f t .
11 ^ in. Edwards came within one
tenth of a second of the 120 High
Hurdles record.
Summary:
Pole Vault — Ist Lamb (Ho),
2nd (seven way tie). Height 11 f t .
High Jump — Ist Hopkins (Alb),
2nd Tiexeria (Aim), 3rd De Vette
(Ho) and Miller (Alb), 5th Morton
(Ad). Height 6 f t . 1% in.
Javelin — Ist Lemke (Aim), 2nd
Ketchum (Alb), 3rd Gwyn (K), 4th
Reed (K), 5th Green (K). Distance
164 f t .
Shotput — 1st Emery (Ho), 2nd
Currie (Alb), 3d Christen (K), 4th

THEY DOED IT! The teams really came through, and the TROPHY'S "home." Hope finally broke the Kazoo jinx. The football team
went down there last fall and got beat 13-0. The basketball team
played their sloppiest game down there and got trimmed 51-45. But

Tennis Team Cops Second
As Kazoo Reigns Supreme

Hope (hAfcrc TaWc-TO®;
Are Second In Final Meet
Hope's golfers won the M.I.A.A. golf championship last
week-end in Kalamazoo. They took second in the two-day
Vergeer Continued
All-Conference meet held at Kalamazoo Country club. This
(Continued from Page One)
coupled with four dual meet wins earlier in the season was
just enough to bring home the title. Hillsdale took f i r s t
to teach at Hope College.
in the Kazoo meet, but won only two matches during the
He is the author of many scienregular season.
tific publications which have apTeams

received

10-8-6-4-2-0

points for their places in last
Laur 81-84 165.
week's meet. Two points were
Albion—Quebbeman 81-83, 164,
Roseman (Ad), 5th Martin (Alb).
awarded for each dual match vic- Thomas 86-83 169, Kasler 87-84
Distance 42 ft. 4 ^ in.
tory. This gave Hope 16 points and 171, Denton 82-90 172.
Mile — 1st Larson (Ad), 2nd HoHillsdale 14.
Kalamazoo — Swiat 81-86 167,
ness (K), 3d Nisbet (Aim), 4th McAt the half-way mark last week Zinn 87-81 168, Larson 84-79 163,
Donald (Alb), 5th Schnellenburger Hope led with 334 strokes. Alma Hanson 97-91 188.
(Aim). Time 4' 36.6".
and Albion followed closely with
Adrian—Evans 89-95 184, Char335
and
336
respectively.
Hillsters
100-98 198, Stuckwisch 118440 — 1st Williams (Hi), 2nd
dale
had
339.
Holkeboer
of
Hope
103
221,
Stark 107-104 211.
Van Schoik (Alb), 3d Katz (Hi),
took medalist honors for that day
4th Brewer (Ho), 5th Kuehn (Hi).
with a 76. No one else broke 80.
Time 53.1.
The final day saw Hillsdale
100 — Kraai (Ho), 2nd Young, come up strongly to nose out Hope
(Hi), 3d Smith (Ad), 4th Mulligan by 1 stroke. The final standings
were: Hillsdale 660, Hope 661,
It was decided recently that the
(Alb), 5th Bauer (K). Time 10.1.
120 High Hurdles — 1st Edwards Alma 664, Albion 676, Kalamazoo Cross-Country would become a
686, and Adrian 814. Jalving shot regular M.I.A.A. sport next year.
(Alb), 2nd R y d h o l m (Alb), 3d
a brilliant 73 for Hope in the clos- There will be dual matches and a
Roseman (Aim), 4th Miller (Alb),
ing round and walked off with the final all-school meet next fall. The
5th Formsma (Ho). Time 15.6.
medalist honors with a 154 total. exact scoring has not been decided
880—Ist Ward (Ad), 2nd Brown Holkeboer of Hope, Moore of Alma, as yet but this sport will count
(Alb), 3d Brown (Aim), 4th Marks Olhmacher of Hillsdale, and Lar- toward the All-Sports Trophy.
(Alb), 5 t h C a r l e y ( K ) . T i m e son of Kazoo tied for second low
Jack Schouten has agreed to
2' 04.2".
medal with 163.
coach the team next year. No
Discus — 1st Roseman (Aim),
Individual scores:
training will be done this spring
2nd Dellar (Alb), 3d Harsh (Ad),
Hillsdale — Connlly 82-83 165, but Jack hopes to locate interested
4th V e l t m a n ( H o ) / 5th Athey Nickels 89-76 165, Frye 84-83 167, candidates before the end of school.
(Alb). Distance 115 f t . 5^4 in.
All men who are interested in
Olhmacher 84-79 163.
Broad Jump — 1st W i l l i a m s
Hope—Jalving 81-73 154, Holke- trying out for this sport next fall
(Hi), 2nd Edgar (Aim), 3d Young boer 76-87 163, Elhart 89-84 173, are urged to see Jack Schouten as
soon as possible. He hopes to set
(Hi), 4th F r e u h a u f (Alb), 5th Mulder 88-83 171.
Roseman (Aim). Distance 20 ft.
Alma—Moore 83-80 163, Bed- up some sort of summer training
2H in.
ford 86-83 169, Kegel 85-82 167, program.
220 — 1 s t S m i t h < ( A d ) , 2nd
S888ge8g888888888i
Young (Hi), 3d Kraai (Ho), 4th
Mulligan (Alb), 5th Williams (Hi).
Time 22.6.

MIAA To Compete
In Cross-Country

W A R M FRIEND T A V E R N

Two Mile — Ist Nisbet (Aim),
2nd McDonald (Alb), 3d Honess
(K), 4th Paul (Ho), 5th Dykema
(Aim). Time 10' 33.3W.
220 Low Hurdles — Ist Edwards
(Alb), 2nd R y d h o l m (Alb), 3d
Kenny (Hi), 4th Roseman (Aim),
5th Decker (Ho). Time 26.1.
Mile Relay — Ist Albion, 2nd
Hope, 3rd Hillsdale, 4th Kaxoo, 5th
Alma. Time 3' 34.9".

This Hotel Specializes
In Catering For Class
and Society Functions
The Tavern with Best in Cuisine — Pleasing Surroundings
issss@s8ss8s@sss8@8@ssas88s88sssssss&83sasasass

peared in such leading scientific
journals as: The Journal of the
American Medical A ssociation,
Journal of Infectious
Pixeases,
Journal of Paraxitology, Science,
Anatomical Record, Journal of the
Canadian Medical Association, and
Journal of the American Veterinary Medical Association, and is coauthor with Dr. George R. LaRue,
his former teacher, of an article in
the Archives of Pathology. His biography appears in Who's Who in
American Education.
American
Men of Science, and Hollanders
Who Help Build America.
Dr. Lubbers, Hope's President,
is enthusiastic about the f u t u r e
possibilities of the Biology Department. With the cooperation of Dr.
Vergeer, plans h a v e b e e n completed for the expansion of the De-

Get Your
SODAS

Contest Continued
t ^ (Continued from Page One)
the 5th District •^-AJichiKan at
Washington, D.C.; Dr. Martin ten
Hoor, dean of the faculty of the
University of A l a b a m a ; Arthur
H. Vandenberg, chairman of the
United States Senate Committee on
Foreign Relations; Dr. W y n a n d
Wichers, vice-president of Western
Michigan college at Kalamazoo.
Dr. De Graaf stated that he has
received several r e q u e s t s from
N e w s p a p e r s and M a g a z i n e s
throughout the country for a copy
of the prize-winning essay. Other
racial groups have also shown an
interest in the undertaking which
may lead to similar contests for
these groups in the near future.
partment, to include the construction of a museum, storeroom, and
animal room on the fourth floor of
the Science Building.
Dr. Vergeer is not the only faculty member who has had an opportunity to join a large educational institution. Dr. Kleinheksel
a few years ago declined an offer
of the University of Illinois, Professor Kleis turned down a similar
opportunity, and doubtless, others
have refused like offers.
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